
MY WALK WITH THE ANCIENTS

By Vincent James Stanzione

(This is a preliminary ‘Essay’ presented to the Newark Earthworks Center and the participants of   the 2009

‘Walk with the Ancients’ and Newark Earthworks Day 2009. This is not edited much so please read it

lightly as if out walking barefoot. I just wanted to write something about ‘my’ experience and ‘our’

experience together on the Walk with the Ancients. I would also like to know what you would add to what I

have written here of our experience walking the Great Hopewell Road. So in your own good time let us

share our story and see if we can’t create something that tells of what we did together with our feet, legs,

bodies, minds and spirits. I just want to say I wrote this in good will and hope my opinions can be seen as

openings to a greater dialogue and not as the last word or anything close to something ridiculous like that!

I hope my writing is helpful in promoting both exchange and change for a better life. Best of the best to all

of you, Vinny Stanzione)

The Great Hopewell Road 

Path of Pilgrimage 

 

Chillicothe to the Octagon Earthworks of the

‘Great Circle-Octagon Mound City’

October of 2009

Why I write

I write in fulfillment of my social and cultural obligation to the people of the

Newark Earthwork Center in Newark Ohio who invited me to participate in this year’s

‘2009 Walk with the Ancients.’ When I left Ohio I promised several people that I would

write my reflections on our experience of walking together on the Great Hopewell Road.

I also wanted to communicate with all the walkers and their sustainers and providers

along our way through Central Ohio. Since writing is the primary form I use to

communicate with others I thought  it might be best if I just write the story of our walking

with some interpretive reflections made along the way. I like to write and most of all I

like writing about what I like in life. I like walking, sacred landscapes and good people so

it is easy for me to write here. So the only thing that has held up this work of written

words is finding the time to do it and then finding the time to revise those words. So

please read these lines for the simple way they are presented to you with the knowledge

that I find my days filled with many other projects that require my attention. From the

beginning I want to make conscious the ‘unfinished’ sense of this piece of literature.  

It is never easy to find the time and energy to write one’s feelings and ideas. And

even more so after having such a deep experience as I did walking the Great Hopewell

Road from Hopewell Culture National Historical Park near Chillicothe to the Octagon
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Earthworks on the golf links of the Moundbuilder’s Country Club in Newark Ohio.

Before the walk I had written a short article in which I stated that ‘pilgrimage’ was just

another word for walking in community. I also wrote that I was excited to see what it

would be like for ‘Americans’ from diverse backgrounds to come together and walk as a

community across the Heartland of Ohio and the Homeland of the Hopewell. And sure

enough we, the walkers of the road, came together as a community and walked peacefully

across the beautiful American landscape. It was a most memorable life experience,

literally a dream come true. So let me take a moment at my writing desk to leave behind a

few more words to add to the chronicle of knowing the Hopewell culture, their Great

Hopewell Road, and us Americans who are now the guardians and caretakers of their

magnificent works of perfectly aligned earth, mounded up in the most divine ways, to

create the most unquestionably sacred piece of  formed and sculpted ground I have ever

known. 

Starting Out from the Peaceful Mounds of Chillicothe

We started out our walk with the ancients with a meeting of one another and

registration at the National Parks of America’s outpost at the Hopewell Culture National

Historical Park. There were many other people there that day learning about Adena and

Hopewell Culture from National Park Service staff and volunteers. It was great to see

how people had come out to learn about the past to know a little bit more about the land

on which they live in this beautiful and fertile part of Ohio. I was nervous to be going on

a ‘pilgrimage’ that had never before been walked or sung into existence, at least not in

recent time. It kind of seemed bizarre to be going on a ‘pilgrimage’ with people I didn’t

know, yet who held something, walking,  in common in some almost ambiguous way.

But it was also exciting to be part of something ‘bizarre,’ especially something like a

walking pilgrimage that inherently seems filled with creative potential. What more can

one ask for in life than walking creatively?

We had come together to make an experiment of walking in community and to

test out the brilliant theory of archaeologist Brad Lepper. Lepper hypothesizes that there

once was a road that led from Chillicothe heading northeast to the Octagon Earthworks

and Great Circle of Newark. Lepper has strong evidence that there once was a straight
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road, created by two same sized perfectly parallel mound constructions, that led across

the landscape in a direct line from a mound city in the southwest, near Chillicothe where

pipestone was found and quarried, to the Octagon mound city in the northeast, near where

flint was found. Brad Lepper has found ample evidence in the archives and on the ground

to formulate his theory of the Great Hopewell Road and we were all there to show

empirically how it might have been to walk from one place to the other in a relatively

short amount of time with a relative amount of ‘ease.’ We were also there to see what the

experience of walking across this sacred space might teach us about the Hopewell culture

and the people who were, more than likely,  their direct descendents: the Adena, the Fort

Ancient, the Shawnee, the Miami, the Fox, the Sauk and many other Native American-

American Indian People of this part of the world. 

It was cold outside when we arrived at Chillicothe on the morning of Oct. 10,

2009 but inside the Historical Park nerve center where we came to meet, sign release

forms and health wavers it was warm. No doubt the supercharged atmosphere of

potentiality under the natural condition of the unknown released in us all a good amount

of energy. It was kind of intense at first but that tension softened as we introduced

ourselves to one another by going around in a circle stating our name and where we were

from. Instantly the sense of ‘fear’ disappeared in the sound of human voices and the

human smiles of all of us who were making last minute preparations for yet another life

transforming experience. Little did I know at the time I had entered the lives of people

who I would find out to be, more or less, in a class unto themselves: walkers of ancient

roads, pilgrims with a sacred goal and most of all Americans with very big hearts. 

(I haven’t written specifically of the conversations I had with the ‘Walkers’ nor

have I named names of all those I had the good fortune to talk to on the road. I do this to

‘protect the innocent’ and take responsibility for the views stated here until others

decided to state their own. I do want to acknowledge all the walkers for the way they

individually shared very intimate thoughts and ideas about their lives all of which I have

kept out of this writing. What can I say: I learned a lot from talking and walking with you

all: thanks a million for being such great comrades of the road.)

After we met one another we sang a sacred song led by Gilly Running, a song that

many of the others already knew, a song we would all sing together in strength and
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unison by the time our time together had come to an end a week later at the Newark

Earthworks Day 2009. We would become ‘Mitakuye Oyasin’ words meaning ‘All my

Relations,’ or ‘One People’ as we walked down the Great Hopewell Road by putting one

foot forward, putting one foot down, by taking one more step onward along the sacred

ground. After we sang we were ready to get started. But before we could actually start

our pilgrimage we needed to seed our minds with sagacious thoughts by listening to the

ideas of people who had envisioned this walk; before we could go anywhere we were

asked to step outside into the cool damp October air for a few informed words of

departure by the intelligent and wise. When the talks came to an end we would join in

creating and performing a ritual procession for our ‘separation’ from ‘the world and its

people.’ As with all pilgrimages the pilgrimage itself would begin, as it would end, with a

procession. 

We left the confines of the park lecture hall to listen to Brad Lepper tell us a bit

more of his ideas of the Great Hopewell road and how he came to discovering this sacred

pedestrian reality on the historical Ohioan landscape. Brad’s lecture ended up being

almost a kind of ‘pep-talk’ that got us riled up for the road: in his words we were putting

our feet where his mouth was. What better people to have in one’s theoretical mouth than

a bunch of walkers hungry to prove the simple truth that once upon a time there was a

sacred road that the ancients once walk on in pilgrimage from one sacred earthworks to

another. It was great to be amongst the ones that were headed off to traverse the

countryside on foot and add a bit more structure to a well conceived idea of a Great

Hopewell Road.

A few others talked as well and one man named Guy I remember in particular

woke us up to the truth that this land was once the land of the North American Indian

People or Native Americans or American Indians. We were going to walk this road to

help bring to consciousness in our selves and others that this land was once the sacred

heartland of not only of the Hopewell People but also of those who came after them, their

descendents, the Sauk, the Fox, the Shawnee, the Miami, and many other Algonquin

speaking people.  These people, these ancient ones, are remembered in the precious forms

of the mounds and in the perfect way they were aligned with the cosmos, the Milky Way

in particular. These ancient ancestors of Ohio were great people of a great civilization
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and their science and knowledge showed them the way to create beautiful earthworks and

perfect mounds all over Wisconsin, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Illinois, West

Virginia, Mississippi, Alabama and Georgia. The Native American man who spoke to us

outside in front of the mounds at Chillicothe asked us to remember the history of the

place in order to deepen our experience of walking across the face of the earth. And we

did, and as we did we entered the ambiguous space of American identity as we asked

ourselves what it really meant to be an American walking across the exquisite American

landscape. 

For our ritual of separation we came together in processional formation. We then

slowly began walking out onto and into the mound enclosure of Chillicothe to sing and

pray asking the Great Spirit, Grandfather God, the Ancient One to watch over us on our

way. We asked for guidance over any obstacles we might find in and on our road. We

asked that everything turn out just right and that our good intentions may come to fruition

at the end of our journey. We prayed that our quest reveal knowledge and wisdom in

order to inspire the vision of a better world from with which we could all gain strength.

Some of us may have even vowed to work harder at creating a better life here on the face

of the earth. I prayed that we all get along well and that we would have a positive

experience that we positively never forget. I know all of our prayers and petitions were

answered as I know our efforts to change the world will come to fruition. 

It was a solemn procession and it brought people’s minds and bodies into the one

pointed focus we all needed to begin creating the community we hoped to create. We

would only be with one another seven short days and before too long we would see that

would be more than enough time to fulfill our mission. It was a profound ceremony in an

odd ambiguous way and it worked to shape and mold the American Indian-Native

American style that informed the pilgrimage as a walk made and song sung to the

Ancients. When the procession came to an end we posed for a group photo for posterity

with the earthworks as a backdrop. I know I wasn’t the only one there hoping this was

one of those pictures that could be looked upon one hundred years from now by other

people starting out on their Walk with the Ancients. Perhaps they will think back on us,

their ancestors, and thanking them for having the insight and spirit to do something for

the first time, to do something that hadn’t been done in a long, long time. Our walk would
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be kind of curing a of a wound that itched to be healed in the heart of America, its

landscape and its consciousness. Like this piece of writing I hope that picture is just one

of many that are inspired by walking the Great Hopewell Road from Chillicothe to the

Octagon.

Separation

We had planned to cross the Scioto River in canoes to punctuate the feeling of

departure from the ‘world.’ This separating from the ‘normal way of living’ is something

that all pilgrims must experience as they set out and make their way towards their sacred

intention and the destiny that comes along with it. We had wanted to paddle across the

‘dividing waters’ to arrive at the place of our leaving behind our ‘normal’ lives.  Crossing

the river was also the quickest way to get us going on foot but the rain water  had fallen

for days causing the river to rise under a unseasonable cold grey sky. In the end our

friendly and responsible Park Ranger said we had to drive around to the other side, it was

the only prudent way we could begin our journey. He would lead us to the other side and

from there he would guide us on our way to where we would begin our walking with the

ancients. 

At first our not being able to cross the Scioto in canoes seemed like a let down

because we had to get in a car and drive somewhere else to get going but we had as our

guide a Park Ranger who was sensitive to our peregrinating needs. So after we drove

around and as we ate our sandwiches, apples, chips and trail mix he told us of what he

knew of the Great Hopewell Road that came out of this side of the river heading off to the

north and east. He showed us picture that were made once upon a time of the ‘two

parallel mounds made by the ancients’ that marked this sacred road  in the very field that

lie before us. He said we would have to start our pilgrimage by first going back towards

the river, then making a 180 degree u-turn before heading on our way back towards the

highway. We would then cross the highway on our own before passing under a railroad

bridge, going around a bend and then head straight down a long and aesthetically

pleasing country road. 

He had us follow him across the field to led us on our way. Somehow it is easy

and reassuring to follow an articulate and informed man in a National Park uniform. So
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we did and sure enough he took us out to a major road where we all crossed over to the

other side, turned around and waved good bye before passing under the train tracks. From

then on we just kept moving forward  taking step after step down the road. The Walk

with the Ancients was borne on the feet of us walkers who were there to bring the Great

Hopewell Road back to life. And we walked from the start led by the movement of

Native American Indian staffs that opened the road as they sang out to the four directions

that we were there to remember the past as well as bring to light a future filled with

creative potential. It was like some undefined hope filled us as we set out in search of the

healing and wholeness found in walking in a sacred kind of a way.

Walking and Talking: Moving and Thinking

It wasn’t but five minutes after saying good-bye to the event organizers, friends

and our guide that the sun didn’t come bounding out from behind the clouds. Our deep

desire for a little bit of sunshine in our day had come to fulfillment with the fruition of the

warm rays of light that enveloped us on our way. It had been a long morning of kind of

nervous talking that by convention had remained on the surface of deeper realities. But as

soon as the walkers cut themselves from the bounded mind and soul of the ‘ordinary

world’ the conversations deepened to an almost startling degree. It was as if the flood

gates of our restrained consciousness had been opened as our thoughts came pouring out

with every step we took. 

We talked of deceptive national and international leaders and their politics that led

to war and economic collapse. We spoke of how material and spiritual loss always seems

to lead to weird kinds of existentialist desperation and disenchantment with the ‘system.’

We also talked about how it was natural for systems to breakdown and that was where the

creative potential of humanity was born. We talked about how the challenges of our times

forced us to find the answers to our future. We spoke of history and its horror as well as

creativity and its infinite potential to manifest the good, the true and the beautiful in this

world. We spoke of war and the American pathos for war as well as ways of dreaming

the dream on of peace and prosperity in times of hypnotic paranoia and loss on many

levels of American life whether it be material, psychological or spiritual. Thank god

nobody was ranting on the wicked ways of the white man. It was more like we were just
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making sure we were all on the same level and stating just exactly where we saw

America was at, which seemed to be at a major crossroads with its own history and

consciousness. And it was us who were part of those Americans who needed to express

themselves with their feet by walking across the earth and opening our minds through

sincere and conscious conversation.  The coolest thing of all we headed down the road

smiling and laughing no matter where our walking and talking took us. 

Earlier in the year as I wrote a memoir of my childhood of walking I wrote:

“Walking has carried me through the most difficult times of my life as my walks have

taken me to new place in both mind, body and spirit. My wandering about on foot has led

me to internal and external places where I could find new ways of seeing the world.

Walks are cleansing and they enable us to develop compassion and forgiveness towards

the people with whom we share this world. And from that place of compassion and

forgiveness we can begin our lives in a fresh and vibrant way. When we let the earth take

on our human suffering with the steps we place on the ground we are instantly

transformed from the outside in and the inside out as we let go of our troubles and

tribulations. Walking is what awakens us to the magnificent world around us telling us

that our ‘smallness’ is a gift of infinite space and eternal time, both of which we can turn

into new beginnings founded in divine earthly love.” It was those words that spoke to me

through that gentle voice within as I let go of the past and blame while searching for a

new way through which to see the world and the people who live on its hallowed ground. 

We were outside, in the sun, walking on a beautiful country road together like a

bunch of outsiders come together on the inside as if to make this ‘Walk with the

Ancients’ the best thing we might ever do in this precious life time. It was just a fantastic

sense of happiness to be with strangers who seemed like brothers and sisters from the

second we introduced ourselves to one another. And to make a good thing even better it

was warming outside as we warmed up to one another. So we pulled up to a road side

park to make the necessary modifications in our apparel, take a sip of water and relax a

bit on the grass in the sun. We all took some of our clothes off, which is always a good

sign. I changed into shorts as others adjusted something or other that wasn’t right

between the ground and their feet. I remember writing down the names of two books on

writing and artistic creativity I had read while writing a memoir over the last year for two
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guys who would become my good friends by the end of the trip. I was happy to be away

from the rigors of writing and the expectations that come with writing. It was great to be

in a new place, a place I had never been before with people I had never met. It was

wonderful to be out walking in the direction of a renewed vision of the Americas and us

Americans. I was elated to be given the chance to forgive in order to strengthen my

compassion for the situation of all of us human beings here on the face of the earth. 

I was on the pilgrimage with the intention of finding new directions in my life and

I would find them before the end of the walk. I had finished writing a book in August that

I called ‘Walking Memories: My Wandering Childhood in America’ and then sent it

around to see what people thought. I found it fitting that I should be out wandering across

America again with the same sense of freedom that one has as a child on foot in the great

outdoors. It is always a difficult time for a writer, this in-between place of being finished

with a deep piece of writing and the ‘what next in life’ space that follows. What better

activity could I be participating in then being on the road walking across a sacred part of

Ohio with like minded folks that seemed to identify with being on the outside of

mainstream American culture and society. People who seemed to be like American

Indians in the sense that they sought freedom to be who the Great Spirit called them to

be. 

As a child I often found myself talking to and being talked to by the spirits of the

land, the ancient ones, who called me to another way of living. It was a long story of

walking and talking that seemed to lead me right up to this Walk with the Ancients. I

tried not to talked about my book but it informed almost everything that came out of my

mouth in some unconscious kind of way. What was really fascinating about the walkers

was that they were all very creative in their own individual kind of a way and it was a

‘god-send’ to be stepping lightly in their profound yet lighthearted energy. The entire

experience was just what I needed after spending so much time and energy writing about

walking and the formation of my consciousness through walking experiences throughout

my wandering childhood in America. The walk we had all started out on seemed to me to

be an opening to the next era of my life. In just another six months I would turn fifty, a

reality that asked me to focus on what was most important to me in life and by the end of

the walk I would know precisely where I would be heading in a life well lived. 
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What are you doing? Where are you going? What are you doing that for?

As we walked down the road people came us to us along our route to ask us why

we were walking across the great American landscape. It was fun to anticipate and then

experience their reaction to the goal we had set for ourselves and our pilgrimage: the

Octagon Earthworks in Newark, Ohio. Were we not all a bit touched in the head to be out

on a ‘pilgrimage?’ Didn’t we know this was a Protestant and Masonic country that had

done away with the idea of pilgrimage ever since the birth of the United States of

America? And what about the ‘Indians’ leading the way, what was up with that? Didn’t

we know to let the past be the past, that it was an American cultural and social norm to

never go back to the past and the heartbreaking historical events found there? Didn’t we

know we were not supposed to wake the ‘sleeping dog’ of American history in any way,

shape or form? Hadn’t we learned the lessons taught to us long ago to forget about those

times of Ohioan and American inception and early development  when Indians were

driven off their land, like in the great removals of the early 1800s, times when if Native

Americans didn’t remove themselves ‘peacefully’ they would be massacred with the

implicit intention towards genocide? Didn’t us walkers no better than to bring up those

guilt ridden memories of Ohio’s infancy? You could see people were interested in our

walking while at the same time wondering what the greater intention of our pilgrimage

was all about. I wasn’t like we could come out and say: ‘we are walking to raise

consciousness in Ohio about the way the American Indians of these part were mistreated

and to promote the return of the Octagon Earthworks to the American public as a sacred

site of the Original ‘American’ People!

I guess since I had spent the last year going over my childhood at the sagacious

age of forty-nine there was something inside me that knew it was good to go over the past

in order to feel well in the present, all in order to regain one’s hope for the future. By

going backwards in time and space one could reconcile with the past enabling one to

better transform the future with justice and equality for all. Sure, history is filled with

terror  but none of that goes away unless we face it as a nation and then turn to the

creative human genius within to find new ways of being American: a better way of being

American, a more just way of being American and a kinder, more generous way of being
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American. Let’s face it, America has more than enough reason to look back on its past in

order to re-align itself for a much more peaceful and prosperous future. 

And what better place to do that kind of soul searching than to retrace the

footsteps of the people who once inhabited this part of America on a road that leads one

from one sacred space to another by passing through the most sacred place of all: the very

heartland of America, the very center of the Nation which is the Central Valley of Ohio.

If there ever was a place that embodied the American Dream and the Native

American Nightmare this place in Ohio was surely it. But nobody wanted to or was able

to talk much about this hard historical fact but there was this ‘over-mind’ that seemed to

inform all our minds with this type of historically informed style of thinking and

knowing. Or at least that is what kept coming up in my mind. The other was that all the

people on the road we met seemed to be thrilled about us passing on foot across the open

and colorful autumn landscape of central Ohio. Ohioans like all Americans are basically

very good people. What their ancestors did in the past was caused by the historical

contexts in which they lived. Yesterday is not today so why think that way? 

It seemed impossible to blame people today in America for what had happened in

the past. And as the saying goes: ‘blame is lame.’ The idea of choosing someone to bear

the cross to be sacrificed in an effort to purge America of its historical guilt seemed

altogether archaic and unenlightened. Blaming someone for something in the past never

has changed a thing in this world and usually ends up in round after round of vengeful

violence. It is better to enter into sincere dialogue with all those concerned in order to

find new paths to an integrated future in our land of infinite possibilities in an American

field of opportunity where it is definitely plowing time again. 

We walked and we talked and we looked all around. We waved to passerby after

passerby as we spoke with those who came out to us out on the road. It was a festive

afternoon filled with people who were outside wondering why we were walking across

the face of the earth. We told them of the Great Hopewell Road and many of them

responded with a story of their own of an ‘Indian’ mound or two they knew of, mounds

they thought we should know too. It was then as the afternoon entered and our celestial

grandfather descended on the western horizon that I came to realize that mounds were a

part of the Ohioan landscape, that these sacred adornments in the landscape were an
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integral part of Ohioan identity. And that realization led me to believe that it would be the

most healthy thing in the world for Ohioans to integrate these sacred aspects of Ohio

landscape into the deep structure of their psyche. Walking while holding the Indian

mounds in one’s consciousness was an activity of remembering with the intention of

psycho-historical healing that could be of great benefit to the entire population of Ohio

and in turn to the entire ‘American’ nation. That seemed like a pretty worthwhile event to

be participating in, to say the least. And just the thought of healing America and

Americans, myself very much included, strengthened my resolve towards change as it

opened my mind to new ways of thinking about the world.

 The idea of healing the American psyche lightened my step in the most

miraculous way. It felt good to carry the burden of American consciousness down the

road, it felt great to be walking in step with other conscientious Americans, it felt

wonderful to be outside opening up my mind and the minds of others along the way. I let

myself remember an idea about America that I had once read that said the American way

was the ‘way of no way’ since the American way was a way of making the world as seen

fit to the circumstances at hand. No European tradition of doing things in a European way

held under the sway of the American landscape and that is what made America a nation

of change and a nation of tricksters who brought about those unforeseen changes. Maybe

our walking way was the epitome of the ‘no way’ of doing things like true Americans in

the hope of changing the world for the good of the whole.

An American Crossroads and an American Dilemma

We came to a crossroads where a train trestle traversed the road that crisscrossed

our road at the corner of a High School entrance where a great tree grew. With all the

‘crissing’ and crossing it seemed like a potentially dangerous place for a group of

pedestrians to be passing. I leaned against a sign there at the corner just in front of the big

shade tree were everyone found themselves regrouping and resting while eating apples

and drinking water. As I pushed away from the metal post to reach out for an apple I

realized the sign attached to the post had a black pistol covered by a red ‘no’ sign with

the words ‘no firearms allowed past this point’ written in small script. It seemed the

students in this American High School were not allowed to bring their guns inside their
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school building. In the bible it says, ‘those who live by the sword, die by the sword.’ I

have lived in the war torn highlands of Guatemala for most of my adult life and like a

Quaker I am a friend of peace. Being a friend of peace I do not encourage human beings

to own or use deadly weapons. It is just my way and I believe the world would be a much

better place if there weren’t so many loose weapons floating around. I have seen with my

own eyes that irresponsible use of weapons lead to regrettable acts of violence where

people lose their lives creating the perfect conditions for others to lose theirs, and on and

on and on. 

We live in a world that is at constant peace while being at constant war. America

is a country that is as war-like as any other and our history can be written as a footnote to

continuous war: the Revolutionary War, the War of 1812, the ‘Indian Wars,’ the

Mexican-American War, the Civil War, more ‘Indian Wars’,  the Spanish-American War,

the First World War, the Second World War, the Korean War, the Cold War, the Vietnam

War, the Race War,  the Contra War, the Gulf War, the Drug War, the War in Iraq, the

War on Terrorism, the War in Afghanistan. It would be a great relief for everyone if we

would just give war a rest so we could focus on other aspects of life on earth. That way

we wouldn’t be so interested in weapons and their intended use to protect us from

ourselves and others. Why would anyone even think of bringing a weapon to High

School unless weapons themselves were part of the deep structure of America that is built

on the idea of war. Why not give peace a chance and let go of the concept of war as being

the only way to solve our problems in this world?

As we sang a prayer at the corner of the High School I prayed for those kids and

their families in the hope that all would be well with them. I also asked the Great Spirit

that no weapons would ever be allowed or used anywhere near this sacred place of

learning known as the Great American Public High School. There is a deeply hopeful

being inside of me that wishes there was no need to place a sign at the entrance of a High

School that says: No Firearms Allowed in this Premises. We finish our singing under the

tree at the corner at the crossroads just beyond the railroad overpass. In many human

traditions crossroads are very dangerous places and this one has that odd kind of

‘anything could happen’ kind of a feel to it. We were all real careful when we crossed the
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road and crossed it again under the trestle and then again onto the Great American

Country Road that was taking us all on our way.

We walked along the side of a perfect American byway in a straight line directly

in the direction of the Octagon Earthworks, now covered by a golf course. I hadn’t ever

seen the Octagon and its intricate earthen formations of circles, parallel mounds and other

aligned structures.  I avoided doing so in order to experience the Octagon for the first

time without any prior visual knowledge of how they actually ‘sat’ as the ‘wisdom’ of the

Original People that now sits in this place. Little did I realize how much the game of golf

could go so very wrong in a country literally covered with golf courses. Little did I

realize how much it would hurt to experience the disrespect of human beings for not only

a very special archaic monumental structure but also a sacred ceremonial space of the

Native American people. Little did I know that the goal of our pilgrimage, the Octagon

Earthworks, was under absolute control of people who played on them ‘privately’ as if

they were just some funny little relics of an unknown and unknowable past. Little did I

know that my joyful walk on the Great Hopewell Road would leave me dedicated to

seeing that Americans open their public eyes to an unbelievable injustice in terms of

private citizen’s entirely inappropriate use of America’s, Ohio’s, Newark’s and

Humanity’s sacred ‘public’ space. To this very day I have never felt so offended as an

American while feeling absolute shame for what the Moundbuilder’s Country Club were

doing to and upon the Sacred Ceremonial Space of the Native American and All-

American People. The only way to describe the situation is: atrocious. 

On our first day our walking Ohioans were outside enjoying the autumn sun and

beautiful countryside. Little did we know that OSU was losing a football game to Purdue,

good enough reason to get outside and away from the TV screen to catch a little of the

fresh autumn air. Better yet, why not put on some comfortable shoes and join us for a

stretch and then head back home in the golden glow of the setting sun. Our core group of

walkers was filled to the brim with goof balls and verbal provocateurs. The pilgrimage

easily could have been called ‘Walk with the Jokers’ for all the kidding people did with

one another and those who came our way. The fun we all had with each other was the

healthiest way  to take a brake from the profound way and, dare I say, ‘spiritual way of

thinking, acting and being’ that informed our little pilgrimage. 
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We tried hard to get people to come along with us  but none came our way to join

our ranks. Did we already have the pilgrim look of being in an ‘other’ sort of world?

Could they see we had already started transforming into something ‘other’ than who we

normally were? We told our story and our intention to all those who asked, but  other

than that we passed unencumbered and unburdened by ‘the world’ we left behind in the

morning when we set off on our walk from the other side of the Scioto river. We were

pilgrims crossing the landscape. We had walked away from the sacred mounds found at

our point of departure, as we had left behind ‘the world’ at the moment of our separation.

We had moved through two potentially dangerous crossroads and down picturesque

country roads. We were finally really truly on the purifying path of pilgrimage as we

walked across the face of the earth on our own individual feet in community with others. 

We eventually we came to the end of the road we were on and then had to turn

right where we once again passed under the train tracks that crossed over head. Those

pair of rails that ran parallel to one another, like the parallel mounds of the Great

Hopewell Road,  were once upon a time the symbol of progress in the Americas from

east to west, north to south. Now they are a silent set of memories that seem to wish to

speak of a glorious past that now seem to be from an American era filled with material

gain and spiritual loss. It was only one hundred and fifty years ago when the era of the

Railroad began and now it is all but dead. Doesn’t the story of the railroad tell us

Americans of who we were and have become? Isn’t the great Iron Horse the story of the

end of the descendents of those who built and used the earthworks and sacred mounds of

America? Wasn’t it the Transcontinental Railroad and its subsidiary lines that were the

one single ‘improvement’ that changed the landscape and nature of America forever? 

I check out the railroad from below but I don’t linger in the creosote tar like

gloom of the grimy world of the underpass where rail meets road, where the automobile

undermines the locomotive. I move on into the sun and let go of the past and the results

of it so my mind can be at peace as we walk along a beautiful Ohioan country road. The

sun is to the right above soy bean fields and endless rows of maize. To the left is the

American dream of nice looking frontage homes on sweet five acres lots covered in

grass, trees, bushes and flowers, as well as homes, barns and livestock. Dogs come out

barking, horses come up running and we talk back to them in our pilgrim voices of
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willful peacefulness, filled to the brim with hopeful wellness. I feel a slight tinge of envy

for this apparently perfect American way of life. Like an illusion it looks  perfectly

inviting with its perfectly trimmed yards, perfectly ordered flowering borders and perfect

lines of trees for fruit, wind and shade. I love the way America aligns itself in these parts.

It almost seems Dutch, English or German but on a much greater if not grander scale. It is

refreshing to be feeling so free to walk about in the countryside where people are free to

be who they are and proud to show how their hard work has brought them closer to their

American styled rural-urban dream. It is all so perfectly beautiful and I am left enchanted

by this wonderland. Then we turn the corner and head up another road. Suddenly we are

walking towards a quaint little town with a water tower overhead that says Kingston in

big bold letters. 

We made it to our day’s goal. That means we are almost where we will be staying

for the night. We have arrived at a picturesque little town in the middle of the Ohio

countryside. We are staying outside of Kingston at their Volunteer Fire Department’s

Training Center. But first we stop at the Fire station to use the facilities and have a warm

cup of ‘Joe.’ The tube is on at the station for the man on duty who uses it to pass the time.

It seems amazing that the Buckeyes are not beating Purdue. What is going on? This is not

just a matter of winning and losing it is an important cultural happening because when

the Buckeyes win the entire region is enveloped in a wonderful sense of happiness and

infinite possibility but when they lose it is as if the world were coming to an end. 

(What is amazing is that the Buckeyes actually won the Rose Bowl in Pasadena

California on New Year’s day in a successful end to their season. So it just goes to show

that if you want to win you can’t ever give up. It will take the same Buckeye fighting

spirit for the Newark Earthworks Center to win their fight to rid the Octagon Earthworks

of a private golf course, all for the greater public good. It won’t be easy to do but it will

be worth every bit of energy we put into it. One can never forget the sweet taste of

‘victory’ and how good it feels to win a righteous ethical battle.)

The truth is, is that the walkers don’t seem to care much at all about the Buckeye

game since they don’t seem to identify with the culture of university and college football.

What they care about is taking a pee, the fire engines and maybe a hot cup of coffee,

maybe, if that wouldn’t be to much trouble and a bit too bold to ask. The fireman on duty
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says go ahead so make a new pot. We pitch in and make the donation can standing next

to the coffee pot jingle before we quickly get to brewing one of the elixirs of life known

to all as coffee.  It is obvious that there are some java junkies who call themselves

walkers, people who will use the pretext of walking the Great Hopewell Road just to

drink coffee all day long and into the night if allowed to. We make the pot dark black and

muddy,  sure enough just about everyone asks for a sip. It is just what we need to get to

the end of our first day’s road. 

Some of us hang out in the station talking to the fireman on duty. He tells us that

the Kingston Volunteer Fire Department will be forced to take the big beautiful pumper

truck out in the station out of the line in a few years even though it only has eleven

thousand miles on it. It is a Federal or State kind of idiot idea of renovating all the fire

engines in America all the time; a bureaucratic way of assuring high public expenditure

through legislated forms of obsolescence of incredibly expensive vehicles and machines

used for the public good that the public must pay for itself through increased taxes. No

wonder America is falling apart at the seams. We no longer seem to know how to use

what we have and save where we can. Even the firemen don’t get a break; even they have

to worry about where their machines are going to come from. Maybe it is time they go

out on a walk to bring attention to their precarious financial and professional situation.  

Imagine being forced to have to think about giving up a perfectly good ‘fire

engine red’ fire engine with black and gold decals and chrome fixtures and fitting to be

left with nothing to drive or ride to a fire in. Just contemplate for a moment the nightmare

of coming up with a million dollars to buy a new one these beauties just because of some

legislated law voted in by some ill informed politicians who have no idea what it is to be

responsible for other human beings lives. I say Firemen of America unite and rise up to

lead the way to a new way of being frugal with all we have in America through the re-

enactment of truly practical and pragmatic American ways. Aren’t we a nation of citizen

raised on the idea of ‘waste not, want not.’ What is it going to take to bring people around

to going back to when we didn’t have anything to waste and had to make the best out of

what little we had at hand. We have got to get it together because at this rate there aren’t

going to be any fire engines or firemen left to put out fires and save lives in America, no

matter if it is the home of the bravest of the brave! 
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We march down the road nervously laughing in disbelief at the news of the all but

brand new fire engine that is going to be sent god only knows where to rust away in some

country that won’t be able to maintain it anyway. We head down Main Street jacked up

on caffeine just as a great big, double exhaust diesel pick-up roars by. It is a young kid in

a cowboy hat getting revved up to go searching for the heart of another Saturday night. I

have to give a talk this evening and just as the sun sets I feel myself getting anxious,

uneasy and tense. 

What am I going to say to this group of people whom I have now become one of?

What can I say that will inspire them on our pilgrimage as others have been in the past?

How can I motivate and excite them towards being part of a long line of American

walkers who through their effort and dedication changed something in the American

cultural landscape? I am going to use some movie footage of pilgrimages I have been on

in Guatemala and an ancient Map of Central Mexico that talks of pilgrimage and the

transformations that take place in sacred places on sacred roads and sacred footpaths. I

tell myself to make it easy, to keep it simple and by saying that to myself it will be easy

and it will be simple and my new comrades and colleagues will like that. I will just let the

pictures speak for the people that are in them as I help with the interpretation of a very

separate Mayan reality so people on our walk can integrate these ideas of pilgrimage and

walking into their lives on this walk this week. I’ll make it fun and hopefully interesting.

It’s been a long day already, no need to make it any longer than it needs to be. I’ll even

cut it short if I see people are simply not up for anymore of an action packed first day on

the Great Hopewell Road.

The Story of Pilgrimage with Maya People in the Highlands of Guatemala

 We met at the Masonic Lodge in Kingston Ohio for a turkey, stuffing, mash

potatoes and gravy, green bean, and white diner roll diner. It was like a dream come true

for us hungry walkers. What more could one ask of life than a Thanksgiving Day meal on

the second Saturday of October. Cake and coffee were served after the main course to

complete a perfect day of coming and going, arriving and departing. Now I have to

entertain and educate our group with the hope of filling our communal imagination with
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images and ideas of Native American people walking in pilgrimage. One story is of a

group of ‘Diviner-Day-Keepers, Healers, Mid-Wives and Mayan Priests who climb to a

sacred mountain top to welcome in the New Year. The other is of a pilgrimage of

initiation where young men return home laden with the fruits of sacrifice just before Holy

Week. I size up the participants and coordinators of the ‘walk’ and quickly realize that I

need to entertain and not lecture. Everyone looks kind of burned from being out on the

road in the sun and wind. It seems kind of hot in the ‘lodge’ and the heavy meal is

settling in on everyone. People actually look sleepy. We need to wake ourselves one last

time before we are off to our tents to slumber away an amazing first day.

 Gilly, Sande, Andrew, Hunter and Larry play drum and sing after we eat and say

thank you for our food. Before dinner Gilly Running, our medicine-man, singer and road

opener blessed the food and sang a prayer song of thankfulness.  I think the Masons were

kind of startled at first when they heard the sweat melodic way of the singers that rose to

roar with the beat of the sacred drum and the strain of Lakota voices in high pitch.  I

know I was because just a few weeks ago I had visited a massive Masonic Lodge in

downtown San Francisco just across the street from the Grace Episcopalian Cathedral. I

don’t know that much about the Brotherhood of Masons other than you can’t be an

atheist to be one and the Founding Fathers of America were all one with the symbols and

ways of the Masons. The other thing I found out was that they were big into the idea of

progress and the development of American natural resources through controlling politics,

controlling land tenure, building dams, cutting down forests, building railroads, raising

cattle, growing wheat and mining whatever they could find above and below the surface

of the earth. 

This idea of progress at any cost almost always put them at odds with Native

American-American Indian kinds of American People. We were singing and praying in a

North American Native American-American Indian language and it just seem like an

amazing surrealistic juxtaposition of American realities. It really got me thinking and

wandering what was going on in everybody else’s head. This pilgrimage was becoming

the experiment in American integration I had hoped it would be which made the

experience of singing sacred Indian songs that more intense and interesting as well as

spiritually fulfilling. Now it was my turn to talk after a day of listening to others say what
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they needed to say to inform the pilgrimage of the Walk with the Ancients on the Great

Hopewell Road. But before that Mary Borgia sang her song ‘Holy Road’ which was

dedicated to the spirit of the Walk with the Ancients and the soul of the Great Hopewell

Road. She sang her song beautifully with her beautiful voice. It was a beautiful moment,

he stage was set so I stood up and took it. 

Lindsay Jones was there to introduce me and help me with the technicalities of the

audio-visual aspect of my performance. We ended up needing the ingenious help of Marti

Chaatsmith’s son who is a complete computer whiz. People were kind of ‘iffy’ about

another talk but once the images were projected on the wall and the sound came on it was

a whole different story. The first image was of an Ancient Map of the People of

Cuauhtinchan Mexico. It is a pilgrimage map that tells the Tolteca-Chichimeca story of

the origins, trials, trails and tribulations of their great migration over mountains and

rivers, across the dry Central Mexican Plateau to the place of Tula-Tollan. It is there, at

this sacred pilgrimage center where, after twenty days on the sacred path, the Chichimeca

people transform and become the Chichimeca-Tolteca People of Cuauhtinchan or the

Cuauhtinchantlaca. 

I love this story because it shows how in the perfect count of  twenty day that

make up the Tolteca-Chichimeca divinatory calendar the youth of that people became

men of their nation or initiated members of the civilization they were born into. All

cultures and their societies could benefit from that type of initiation of its youth.  I tell the

walkers that we are doing something similar to what these people did only in our own

rough and tumble American way. We are walking across the landscape and we are

remembering who came before us as we follow their road from one sacred center to

another. We are performing a sacred act by walking across the face of the earth like

people through out the ages have done before us. We are simply remembering how it is to

be human by developing our connection with the earth and sky as well as the lives we

have been given. We walk with the intention to know ourselves better as well as bring to

light those aspects of the Great Hopewell Road and the Octagon Earthworks that need to

be transformed and changed. We walk with purpose as we quest that our vision be

renewed and filled with insight. Our pilgrimage is informed not only by Native American

ways of walking but also African-American ways of civil protest developed in the era of
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Civil Rights and Desegregation. We are a hybrid American pilgrimage out for its first

walk across the sacred landscape of Ohio.

I tell them how great it is to have the proud ‘Indian’ banners and their bearers of

integrity open our path as we walk down the Great Hopewell Road searching in a novel

way for the known in the unknown. Just as in the past, in this same place, we would

inevitably find ourselves talking at night of the places we had past that day. In the day we

would set off in the direction of our goal for the following night. We would sing and pray

our way there as much as we would walk and talk our way down the great road. Our

minds would be constantly informed by our final goal, a sacred place, in the sacred

earthworks and mounds of the Octagon and the Great Circle in the distant city of Newark.

It was exciting to be able to enhance the walk by sharing what I have come to

know after living many years up in the forest with the Maya of the Highlands of

Guatemala. I felt like the coordinators of the walk had given me a gift by letting me talk

on the first night of our pilgrimage, by letting me speak about pilgrimage in the

Americas. I showed two short films of two pilgrimages I’ve participated in and as they

played I translated and interpreted them into the context of our walking while attempting

to give them meaning to all those who were there in the lodge. It was all informal but the

group of walkers was drinking it up like ambrosia as they quickly identified with the

walking Maya in the film of the New Year’s ritual atop the sacred mountain of

‘Saqrib’al’: ‘Whitening-Dawning Place.’ But before that we watched a short clip of the

young men of Santiago Atitlan walking back from their coastal lands laden with fruit for

their people’s sacrifice at Easter Week. A film that shows how beautiful a pilgrimage in

Guatemala can be. 

There was a lot to talk about after a day of walking in pilgrimage so after my

presentation ended I opened it up for questions or comments and we talked it all over

until everyone said it was time to hit the hay.  My presentation helped focus the group

and give strength to the participants who now realized we weren’t the only ones in this

world doing this kind of thing. Empowerment is always found when a participant in

anything feels they are part of a larger human community.  We all now knew we where

part of a greater whole and with that in mind we could walk with our heads held high

right down the road. It had been a successful sharing of ideas which left me leaving the
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lodge as happy as I could have hoped to be. My formal participation as a public speaker

on the walk was over. I could relax a bit. From now on it was just walking and helping as

much as I could guide the experience of pilgrimage. It was nice to get the public lecture

out of the way in order to be better able to think about Ohio, Native America, American

Indians and the Hopewell culture while leaving Guatemala and my live among the Maya

behind for a while. It was great to now just be a pilgrim on a pilgrim’s road, enter the

moment and simply go with the flow of this marvelous event of human beings walking

and talking, praying and singing, eating and sleeping, laughing and crying together as a

community of like minded people. 

 

The Ease of it All

We went to our tents under a clear sky and a star filled celestial vault. So as nature

would have it we would wake at dawn to ice on our tents and all over the ground. I

couldn’t sleep from all the excitement so I fed my wound up mind with the new songs

Gilly had taught us for the road. Finally I had them memorized as I fell into a deep and

uncomplicated slumber. I woke up to the cool realization that it had frosted the night

before making the morning one great big blue sky laid out over an autumn earth.  The

perfection of the day seemed to be a sign that beckoned us all down the road. We had lost

our staffs and our staff bearers so Gilly and Andrew went out to search for a replacement

and ended up bringing back a perfect dry willow branch. Hunter helped them get it

together and a few more were around to help those helping out. Breakfast was served

warm and hearty so we ate up, got on our walking shoes, circled up, spoke, prayed and

sang before we were on our way to where we were going. We head out in the cool air

down a straight road. We walked and walked while registering our progress by observing

a mountain named Sugar Loaf that lay behind us near Chillicothe where we started out.

Sugar loaf was as the perfect natural monument in another wise flat landscape from

which we could mark our place in the world. Little by little we lost site of the Kingston

water tower as we headed out towards a place called Whistler. 

By mid morning we came up upon a mound with cemetery on it or was it a glacial

deposit with a cemetery on it. We needed a rest, foot repair, a drink of water and a bite to

eat. I took a pee up in the trees behind the fence that held the cemetery together where the
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gravestones were as old as the state of Ohio. At first it was kind of difficult for folks to

urinate out in the open but sooner or latter when nature called it was as natural as

anything to head off into a nestled part of forest or an orderly maize field to let the water

of life flow from our liberated bodies and minds. It was this aspect of the walk and others

like it that were subtly liberating and added up to a deep sense of freedom by the end of

the road. 

We were hanging out in front of the cemetery for just a short while when from

across the road came these three girls in jackets, cowboy boots, shorts and cell phones to

talk to us. It was a picture perfect autumn Sunday in the countryside where the girls

claimed there wasn’t much to do. They wondered why we were wandering down their

country road. They wondered what we were up to and why we were going where we

were going. There were plenty of people to tell them all they wanted to know about us

and our seemingly gypsy ways. I loved how there were folks in our group who were from

the area and seemed to know everything about the Great Hopewell Road we were on and

what our experiment in walking was all about. The girls were amazed that we were

walking all the way to Newark on a sacred road that past right in front of their house, that

was directly in front of an ancient graveyard, on the very place we all stood or sat while

resting. They had lived on an alligator farm down south. It wasn’t like they didn’t know

the world a bit themselves so it was easy to see how we all had something in common:

the road and the magical places it leads us to. Before long their little brother came out and

then their dad. We had a nice talk and then we all agreed it had been a great time but it

was time to go. 

We formed our circle before Gilly prayed and then we sang the song of the road

while the girls filmed us on their hand held cell phone movie cameras. It was a perfect

moment in time where the past and the future all add up to the present. Suddenly we all

seemed to be held in the exquisite presence of our divine human love for life as we were

embraced in the shade of ancient trees alongside an ancient cemetery mound. When the

songs we sang came to an end the girls insisted on us signing our autographs on the Great

Hopewell Maps we had given them as a tokens of our appreciation for their interest in our

walking. Who knows, maybe one of them will be the one who keeps this pilgrimage

going for years and years and years to come. You never know what will influence young
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people and that is why education and active learning is so important in this world in

which we all live. It is so unbelievably essential to teach the young what is good in life,

liking walking from one place to the next in order to learn about the world we call our

home. 

We left the girls, their brother and father in front of the cemetery in front of their

home. Then we walked and walked and walked down a quiet road until we came to

another crossroad where everyone finally agreed that  this was the place we were to stop

for lunch. Once we all came together and our wonderful food preparers arrived, we sat

down by the side of yet another church painted white and ate our lunch of sandwiches,

chips, apples and soda pop. We rested for a bit, talked for a bit, sang a bit more and then

it was back down the road searching for rocks to be used in the sweat lodge that we

proposed to build at Rock Mill. After some animated discussion as to what was a to be

taken as a free rock and not the property of a farmer we finally found a bunch of nice

ones in a drainage ditch culvert. Gilly, Sande and I hauled them up and loaded them in

the back of one of the vans. Before anyone could realize what we were doing we were

ready to go with the ‘grandfathers’, ‘sweat lodge stones’, which would be heated in a bon

fire before being placed in the sweat lodge built at Rock Mill, a night from now for two

nights in a row. 

Race, Rights and Religion

I didn’t talk much about the three big ‘R’ on the walk because I didn’t really want

to get into a discussion about what was most (or at least I think it was) on everybody’s

mind. Here we were walking across the freedom filled spaces of America breaking down

old race lines, taking up our rights as earth loving citizens and practicing our own eclectic

kind of walking religion yet we felt somehow uncomfortable at times, in a certain sense

maybe all the time because of human race, human rights and all too human religion. We

sang in Lakota ways while listening to and meditating on Lakota prayers and at the same

time prayed to our own God, our own Spirit or just acknowledged an atheist stance that

science, math and existentialist philosophy had instilled in us through out our pragmatic

lives as practical Americans. 
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What became most apparent to me is that Americans aren’t really truly that

completely tolerant with other people’s rights to practice their own religion and

sometimes don’t want to acknowledge the equality of all races that makes America

theoretically the special place it is supposed to be. I love America and I love American

ways that is why I have always worked to put ‘her’ ideals into practice. And I practice

American tolerance and understanding in order that America can make the necessary

transformations towards becoming a place of peace where the highest of human

potentials come to fruition. I am a dreamer but I know I’m not the only one. When it

comes to race, rights and religion I am like the founders of American in that I believe we

were all created equal and have the right to practice the religion we feel feeds our soul

and connects us to both life and death on this sacred earth, under this sacred sky. 

When we walkers took to the road together we decided to participate in a method

of equalizing ourselves to one another by stepping across the earth with one another on

foot, in unity, in harmony and in equality. We started out and end up walking as a single

solitary group of unified individuals in community. We proved what America can do if it

wants to especially since Americans can do anything they put their minds to doing.

Sometimes the problem of race, religion and rights needs to be manifest to the world

around us to teach the dominant society with its dominant culture that we are not all of

Protestant or White or even of Anglo Saxon descent nor do all of us Americans have the

goal of becoming like that kind of a person in order to assimilate to those kind of people.

In fact, it is important to let the dominant culture and society know that America was

founded on the idea of religious and racial tolerance through the idea of equal rights. And

that is what makes it such a great country to live in, a refuge of sorts in a world of racist

and religious fanaticism. Or it once seemed to be heading in that direction. 

 I have always been interested in learning about and experiencing other people’s

culture, religion, language and mythic ways of interpreting the cosmos. I am a curious

and experimental person which can be both good and bad for my own physical and

psychological well being. Other people’s ‘cosmovision’ has the power to open one’s eyes

and mind to ‘other’ realities and in so doing open up space into which one can move in

and out of while crossing boundaries into new territories with new experiences. These

human experiences with other human beings can be learned from and integrated in one’s
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life to enrich one’s existence. As an open minded American born in the pivotal year of

1960 I have made it one of my life goals to accept people of other races and religions in

order to better enjoy and deepen my life experience. Because of that goal I have spent

time with many Americans all with their own special and slightly different American

Identity.

 ( There is now-a-days literally a kind of American for each and every American

that exists, which just begs the question as to when we will ever see eye to eye and learn

to appreciate each and every one of us for the special person that they are? Just read

quickly through the list of Americans I have come to know in my half century of getting

to know Americans to realize how divided our identities have made us: Native American-

American Indian, Pragmatist Atheist American, Chinese American, African-American,

Italian-American, Pentecostal American, Jewish American, Mexican American, Mayan

American, Mormon American, Middle Eastern Muslim American, Buddhist-Asian-

American, Tibet Buddhist American, Hari Krishna American, Rastafarian American,

Lesbian American, Marxist-Communist Americans, Grateful Dead American, White

Anglo-Saxon Protestant American, Irish Catholic American, Japanese American,

Southern Methodist American, Jamaican American, Scandinavian American, Lutheran

American, Texas Baptist American, Unitarian American, Gay American, Calvinist

Protestant American, Nature Worshipping Hippy American, New Age American, Puerto

Rican American et cetera.) 

The one thing all these groups have in common is that the great majority of them,

with their separate American identities, worship their own ‘god’ as if it were the most

divine of all gods and the only ‘true god’ whose path is the only true way to salvation.

Because most people are ‘good people’ it has been easy for me to experience religion

with others but it has also been impossible for me to join them in their belief that their

way is essentially the chosen way to the holy of holies. Because of that sense of exclusion

based on ‘chosen ness’ I remain an outsider when it comes to religion while  believing

strongly in what I believe, as I have come to believe it. My deepest desire for this earth in

this life time is simply that all beings, in all their separate realities and  forms be freed

from pain and suffering and that we may all live as equals in peace. Other than that I
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believe we should all be allowed to think, act and speak however we wish to, as long as

we cause no harm to others. 

Sometimes the people who have been oppressed for many years, people who have

had to hide their race, culture and religion (while giving up their rights as an equal in a

supposedly equalitarian democratic society) need to manifest themselves as the leader or

exemplum of how it would if America was to follow their way and render devotion to

their ‘god’ or their deities. All minorities in America have had to assimilate to the ways

of patriarchal and patri-focal form of Christianity and its concomitant production

paradigm positivist pragmatism. And when doing so they have been left to themselves to

be who they are out of sight of the dominant culture and its domineering society. So

when the opportunity arises these peripheral and marginalized people, and I am one of

them I guess, can get over zealous in their zeal to manifest who they truly are. 

This natural exuberance to manifest one’s hidden beliefs and ways can be

overwhelming for others who are accustomed to be the only show in town. When one

opens up to the world with one’s non-conformist ways it can actually intimidate and scare

conformist. Which is kind of too bad because it should really matter to anybody how

others address and worship their ‘gods.’ For those who have been oppressed or even

those who feel oppressed it is exhilarating to be able to come out of one’s hiding place to

manifest oneself in the world and its human beings. It is liberating to be one’s true self

for all those who have been forced into a corner or under a rock or onto a ‘reservation’ by

a very orthodox Christian based empirical-materialistic society, that is the United States

of America. And that feeling of being taught the Lakota way was good for everybody

even though for some it must have been a difficult part of the pilgrimage. Learning from

others who are not exactly like ourselves isn’t always easy but the pay off is big since

these experiences with ‘others’ is almost always transformative to those who brave the

waters of the unknown. 

Like I said these public manifestations of ethnic, racial, religious or gender selves

that are ‘other’ can be uncomfortable for those who are accustomed to seeing themselves

as being the exemplum of what and how it is to be American in America. But if they are a

bit uncomfortable then let them learn about the ‘other’ side of America by placing their

feet in ‘other’ people’s shoes, sandals and footsteps to feel how it feels to be an ‘outside
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other’ all life long and for generation after generation of being ‘other’ and ‘American’ in

America. To not be accepted by society as a whole is one of the worst degradations a

human can suffer so why do we make people suffer in a land that is all about ending

suffering for all people for all time. It was that type of thing that we talked about walking

down the road and it was exactly the kind of questions we need to raise if we are going to

grow and prosper as American citizens. We are not all alike and that is what is so great

about being American because no one says we have to be just like everyone else in a

country that is founded on the essence of different but equal. 

One of the aspects of our pilgrimage that was so special was that Gilly Running

and Sande Garner made manifest the idea that we can integrate aspects of other into our

own lives. Gilly and Sande show that ‘white people’ can assimilate to Native American

ways and that Native Americans can open up to ‘whites’ integrating useful aspects of

non-Native American culture and society. Gilly has done this I think in order realize in a

direct way that he has more allies among the general population than others might let

themselves imagine to be possible. 

The edgy side of being a minority leader is that you have to be able to let in the

‘others’ in order to grow through the inclusion of those people who once were perceived

as your mortal enemies. A few  times along the way we were confronted by Native

American-American Indians who embodied a tremendous amount of anger towards

Americans and America for what they and it had done to their relations in the past and

what it continues to do to their people and their ways today. When I heard the frustration

that came through their angry voices I understand where their pain came from but I could

not understand why they seemed to be irritated with people like ourselves, people who

had culturally inherited many aspects of Native America, people who were their very

own natural allies. I wonder what it would take to transform them so they could actual

become the leaders of integration that I believe the Native American-American Indian

Movement could benefit from because with just a change in the tone of the voice they

communicate with others and change the world.  

I believe that in order for true reconciliation to begin in America there must be an

effort on everyone’s part to integrate aspects of the other in order to create an incredibly

strong whole. Sande and Gilly fulfilled the ‘Mother-Father’ role that all Earth-Sky,
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Water-Mountain, Ancestor-People Native American religions that all of America needs.

Whether America is conscious of that need or not, is another question.  In Native

American ritual the Sky and the Earth are brought together in the ‘Head Woman’ and

‘Head Man’ who embody the harmony of this world’s natural dualities. When ceremony

is done well, like in the case of Sande and Gilly, there is a balance that creates a whole

which becomes an opening for the Spirit to come flowing through to all those who

participate. The bonus on the pilgrimage was that Gilly opened his heart to his ‘white’

sisters and brothers enabling us to move lightly in strength down the road. 

Sometimes I even felt ‘sorry’ for some of the devout Christians and stanch

Atheists in our community. In some ways I think, almost by definition, they felt

marginalized by the strong Native American religious sentiment that many of the other

walker-pilgrims carried in their hearts, minds and souls. Something which were

consciously and unconsciously manifest through their gestures, speech and actions.

Nevertheless, it was great to have the tables turned in a world where for an entire life

time I and others have had to hide our inherent unorthodox religious expression. 

It is about time that Americans learn to accept other people’s ways as being

American other than just that of being Christian and Scientific, Orthodox and Materially

Progressive. Most of all it is time we let ourselves be a little bit more like others,

something that can be learned by walking along side one another while talking to one

another thus enabling one another to be a bit more like one another. By integrating

ourselves with others we help others integrate themselves and in that way create an

American dream that isn’t reduced to everyone becoming a white man with a brief case

driving to work and going to a Christian church on Sunday.

 The true American dream I think is about letting others be themselves as the

special people that they are. After all diversity is the strongest element of any community

in our day and age as it has been since time immemorial. It has always been the

civilizations that provide avenues of interaction among races and religions through equal

rights and opportunities that have been the most dynamic and creative societies through

out the history of the world. In the end, it is all about loving your neighbor like Jesus and

the Good Samaritan asked us all to do a long, long time ago. So why not give love a

chance and see what it does for us as individuals and as a nation of diverse open minded
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people. As we walked all Sunday under fair skies in perfect fall temperatures I came to

believe that America can integrate itself as a nation of diverse people and one of the best

ways it could do that was by walking together through the American countryside. It was

fantastic to be out wandering through Ohio with people who believed in the possibility of

being both unique individuals and a like minded community that was out to change the

world into a better place for their own good as well as the good of the whole.

The Cross on the Hilltop

We spent the second night under the Tarlton earth cross at a place called the Cross

Mound Campground. At this point I realized there were some logistic problems in the

way things had been planned but I didn’t want to get into coming off as being a negative

know-it-all from the outside. Besides the problems were obviously unforeseen and could

only have been encountered in the actual practice of the walk itself. The first time doing

anything is always the most difficult and subsequently almost always the most interesting

and memorable. 

The truth is the Walk with Ancients in the place of pilgrimage on the Great

Hopewell Road was coming off very well simply because all the participants and

coordinators were so ready and willing to do anything asked of them to make it happen,

to pull off something that had never been accomplished before. As a guide I have been

involved in moving somewhat large groups of ‘trekkers’ up and down the deep ravines

and precipitous mountains and valleys of Guatemala. While doing that I have been

involved in all kinds of relatively difficult logistic maneuvers of unruly gear, loaded

down vehicles, heavy provisions, sloshing water and often times bitchy people.

Sometimes it can be a real test of one’s ability to see the world through a logistical frame

of mind, not to mention patience. So I know what a difficult task it was for the planning

committee to have gotten us as far as it had without much more than a snag here and

there. But on Sunday afternoon we hit some big obstacles that can easily be avoided in

the future. Knowing what everyone was going through on that afternoon to get us to the

three places we had to go was an operations director’s nightmare so I kept any criticism

of logistics to my self. 
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All the moving around can be a real headache that can literally make one feel

uneasy if not down right sick. On the Sunday we stayed along the stream below the

Tarlton cross I felt pretty ill from all the moving around in vehicles we had to do at the

end of our long day of walking. I think it was also that all the toxins built up in my body

from being so tense and anxious about the trip were suddenly leaving my system. I was

exhausted after a long trip that started with my departure from my little adobe house in

the Guatemalan Highlands, that was followed by the anxiety and ordeal of two long

airplane flights, the anticipation of the unknown that naturally came with the ‘pilgrimage’

and the tension of having to give a public lecture. Once it was all over, after two beautiful

days of walking with my soul sisters and soul brothers in the gorgeous autumn air of

lovely Central Ohio, I simply collapsed. I was already worn out and the walk had

virtually just begun. What was I going to do heal my self? I was seriously concerned how

could possibly go on.

On that Sunday afternoon when we arrived at the Tarlton Cross we had taken two

van trips that brought on a kind of car sickness that wouldn’t leave me. I imagine that in

the future the Walk with the Ancients the planning committee will find a way that

‘minimalizes’ the time spent in the vans by lengthening or shortening our walking days as

needed to end up at our campsite on foot and not in a motorized vehicle. In the future, I

hope the pilgrims will be able prepare their own dinner at the campsite to avoid driving

off  to hospitable yet distant church diners. One must realize that the walkers are very

hearty people who are much more in need of self-reliance than hot meals in far off church

basements. I think it is important to find ways to maintain the energy level of the group

by keeping it together and on the ground as much as possible. By the end of the seven

days we spent together we all agreed that the van trips were a great way of getting to

better know one another. We also agreed that the walkers would be better off not having

to pile into four wheeled vehicles after a nice day of walking. The meals at the churches

were fantastic but we can all participate in preparing our sustenance in the future as was

shown by our more than capable cooks. I am sure all these important details that effect

the quality of the walk will get worked out as this event matures while finding its way

across the Great Hopewell Road with ease and comfort for all.  It is just a matter of

gaining experience and learning from those experiences as we go along. 
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After diner we drove back to Tarlton Cross campground and almost immediately

the fire keepers got the fire roaring to drive back the cold that was now enveloping us all

alongside singing Salt Creek. Unfortunately I couldn’t stay outside. I was shaking with a

fever and the chills. It is an old affliction I received living in the tropics were I lived

through, at different times of life, ‘broken bone fever’ or ‘dengue’, hepatitis ‘A’, typhoid

fever, salmonella, numerous bacterial infections and ‘la fiebre’ or ‘jungle fever.’ If my

body temperature climbs and then drops and then climbs and then drops my internal

thermostat eventually conks out and I go into a very uncomfortable state of chills and

feverish sweats. The hot sunny days that turned quickly cold at dusk, the inability to

bathe, the getting into and out of the vans with air conditioning and then heating, the heat

of the dining halls we had eaten dinner in on two consecutive evenings and the cold

outdoors  just threw me for a loop and sure enough I became ‘dis-eased’

 So like any other dog of my kind what I do when I get ‘sick’ is go silent, then go

off by myself, give myself a washcloth bath to cleanse my skin, the bodies heat regulator

and then lay there praying to be healed as quickly as possible. I don’t tell myself I am

‘sick’ but I also don’t pretend to act as if I were healthy. And that is where I was when

the Sing with Ancients around the fire began, an event that was not far at all from my

tent. I knew immediately that before dawn I would be cured. After taking the salt and

impurities off my skin with my washcloth and clean water I just relaxed in my cozy

sleeping bag inside my cozy tent and let the healing sounds of the singer’s voices take me

to a healing place. 

Of all the spiritual moments on the pilgrimage this was the most powerful for me.

I let myself be healed instantly from an affliction that could have lasted for days. I just let

the ancestors voices sing through my open ears to cleanse me of my sorrow and my pain

of a life lived too hard and too fast while always trying to do too much. I drifted into a

wholly other realm of holiness and asked myself to slow down in order to begin enjoying

life instead of always trying to prove myself worthy of love, attention and admiration.

Sometimes we are closer to the center of a group by being just outside of their energy and

that was what it was like the night by the babbling brook whose cool melodic waters

cleansed me while the singers sang us all towards a miraculous and much needed curative

sleep. 
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Salt Creek to Amanda  

I woke up rested but remained quiet until the kids wanted to play soccer. While I

was playing with the ball I realized that I really was feeling much, much better. We didn’t

break camp and that started some debate but we all got through it more or less unscathed.

We would end up breaking camp in the afternoon and moving to Rock Mill but we didn’t

know we were going to do that until latter. Meantime we had to drive back to the

roadside turn out beside the bridge at Salt Creek in order to walk back to our campground

at Tarlton Cross. Needless to say that kind of thing makes me crazy but after the

illuminating night under Tarlton Cross I didn’t really care as long as in the future the

planners let the walkers walk into the campground of Tarlton the evening before. 

It is an easy two and half miles into Tarlton from the bridge at Salt Creek which

adds up to less than one more hour of walking that will save a lot of driving and waiting

alongside the dismal and littered road pull out by the bridge. This little maneuver will

also allow the walkers to get all the way to Rock Mill the next day if they want to do

something like that. This would make the Walk with the Ancients a walk of less days

enabling more people to join the event while eliminating some of the extra ‘logistics’ of

the Walk by simply eliminating the needs of an entire day. This is just an idea, nothing

concrete at all but definitely a big possibility. It is important that all walkers in the future

be better prepared to walk more like ‘pilgrims’ out on a somewhat arduous journey across

the easily traversed and relatively flat Hopewell heartland, but physical conditioning and

pace are a Pandora’s box that I neither with to open or get inside off. 

The day we walked from Tarlton to Amanda was a great day of walking and I was

sad to have it come to an end early in the afternoon. We walked up and down the roller

coaster hills just beyond Tarlton Cross Campground until we made our way across a

rising landscape giving us all kinds of views in all kinds of directions. The straightness of

the road gave me ample reason to reflect on the Great Hopewell Road and other Sacred

Roads that were built and maintained by the Original People of the Americas like the

Adena, the Hopewell, the Ancient Puebloan, the Olmec, those of Teotihuacán, the Toltec,

the Maya, and the Inca to name but a few, all of which were maize growing people. As

we climbed up towards Mike the teacher’s house on a road called Gerhart we came to a
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place where we could look back on the direction from which we had come. In the far

distance was Sugar Loaf Mountain, the space between our geological marker and us now

seemed to be a great expanse. The place our Scout Master Gus had given us to help track

our route across the land now seemed to tell a story in and of itself. It was kind of

amazing to realize how far we had taken ourselves in less than three comfortable days of

walking. In a split moment my mind’s gentle little voice said, “See how easily one could

walk across this land…it wouldn’t be at all impossible to across this glorious place called

America…one could easily do it on foot no question in the world about that any more…

one can walk across this beloved American landscape in less than a year…one could do

it, it definitely can be done.” And then I let myself day-dream there for a while as I took

in the view, all my senses peaked by the experience of walking with the ancients. 

This was one of the highpoints on the Great Hopewell Road between Chillicothe

and the Great Octagon and Great Circle. There is still maize growing alongside the road

but now it is planted one perfect seed at a time in amazingly perfect rows with one husk

to a stalk instead of two big husks and third small one of ancient times. Not too long ago

those ancient fields of maize, bean, squash, chili and tobacco of the Shawnee, Sauk, Fox,

Miami and Algonquin speaking people would have been lures to pull the animals towards

Eastern Woodland hunters. The woods were the place of  bear, deer, badger, porcupine,

squirrel, raccoon, cottontails as well as the roosts of partridges, turkey, dove, geese and

duck. All those animals just love the sweet tasting maize, sustenance of the ‘people’ so it

was up to the heads of the families and of clans to send the young ones out to the maize

fields to hunt the marauding animals while at the same time protecting the sacred

sustenance of their people manifest in the ears of maize growing in the maize fields. I

thought to myself what a perfect way and place to grow up, such beautiful land,  so nice

to look out upon, such a fertile and fecund spot to make a life worth living here on the

face of the earth. 

Once upon a time in these parts Native American-American Indians lived off

many different plants and animals. There was blackberry and elderberry, acorns and

chestnuts, walnuts and hickory nuts, sugar maple and wild rice, paw-paws and wild

cherry; there was ‘goosefoot’ and knotweed, little barley and wild onion, May-grass and

Sump-grass, Sunflower and all kinds of wild greens like mustard, wild collards, and
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water-cress. Every season had something to feed those who lived there in a world where

the Great Spirit filled all animate and inanimate beings with spiritual forces as nature

manifest the sacredness of all life and death.

 It was the night sky that told the story of the changing seasons on earth and it was

the Great White Road of Celestial sparks, the Spirits of the Dead and those to be Born,

that reminded one that life was a beautiful thing to enjoy through beautiful experiences

on a beautiful earth. One’s own individual existence was part of the whole which was the

eternal cycle and movement of nature and its rhythm that manifest itself through birth,

life’s growth, life’s decay, death and eventual rebirth. That might have made life a bit

easier to live knowing life was one infinite transformation of spirit and material, mind

and matter, heart and soul, birth and life, death and the certain truth of one’s own eternal

return. It might have been easier to rise and go to bed knowing the world was filled with

divinity and all beings were part of a single solitary whole of both spirit and soul. 

Maybe I am romantic but maybe that is what it takes to be really truly happy in

life, I’m not really sure. The one thing I do know is that looking out from on top of the

hill on the side of the road: there seemed to be a spiritual quality to the world I was

looking out on. It might have been the rolling lines of the land or the light on the fields or

the blue sky and golden autumn glow of the sun or a little bit of all of the above that

made me feel like destiny had been good to me to have given me the chance to walk in an

all American pilgrimage that was all about coming together as a people to walk as one

across the heartland of the ancient Hopewell culture and their descendents. At that point

it seemed absolutely obvious to me that Brad Lepper was one hundred percent correct

when he said this was a ‘place of pilgrimage.’ At least that is what it felt like to me. 

A Re-Visioning of American History and the Newark Earthworks Center

The history I was taught of the United States of America that I learned, more or

less, by rote in the 1970’s was already a history that our own history teachers doubted

with intellectual suspicion. One way or another they passed that healthy sense of doubt to

all of us baby boomers who had the ears to hear and the eyes to see what they taught us in

school. We were constantly told that it was up to us to find out the truth by going beyond

those who came before us by always questioning authority. So when the tide turned to
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cultural conservatism in the 1980’s the elimination of the idea of questioning the status

quo didn’t matter to those of us who had been influenced by the bohemian 1950’s, the

turbulent 1960’s and wildly counter-cultural 1970’s. It was up to us to ask the big

questions in order to find the big answers in order to participate in the rewriting of

history. And this is what the good people at the Earthworks are really doing: they are

rewriting history by digging into the past. They are also doing their best to right the

wrongs written into an American history that, thank god, is not written in stone.

History changes with those who set out to change it and it is amazing how the

archeologist, ethnographers, storytellers, medicine men and women, singers and prayers,

ethno-historians, anthropologists, historians of religion, archeo-astronomers, historians,

linguists and geographers are doing their best to find the truth behind the ‘official story’

of the Earthworks and Mound building People of North America. At the level of ethics all

those people involved with the Newark Earthworks Center seem are hard at work seeking

reconciliation with the past and its people. They are doing this by correcting the

inaccurate way history has been written with regard to these ancient people and their

descendents and the descendents of the descendents who are alive and with us to this day.

It is in the flesh and bone of Native American-American Indians and their socio-

cultural religious heritage that comes down through the ages to all Americans as the

essence of those who inhabited the place now called the United States of America. For

Native American people it is imperative that their ancestors are given peace through

returning their sacred ceremonial spaces back to those who will care for them in the

proper way. This obviously does not include playing golf upon them. It is only by

knowing the truth and teaching that knowledge that America will truly find freedom with

itself and all of its citizens. You know what they say, ‘the truth will set you free’ and

from personal experience I know that to be the truth indeed.  We Americans are freedom

loving people, so it makes sense that we search for the truth with the knowledge that it

‘will’ set us free. 

The people I met who are involved with the Earthworks are all ethical people, as

well as sensitive to aesthetics in both private and public space. They are also devoted to

the ‘truth’ in the deepest empirical sense of the word. In short,  they are interested in the

‘Good’, the ‘True’ and the ‘Beautiful’ setting themselves firmly in the footsteps of a very
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ancient lineage of ‘Old World’ philosophers and ‘New World’ indigenous sages. But

what is interesting is that their care for the ethical ‘Good’, the aesthetically ‘Beautiful’

and the empirically ‘True’ is informed and influenced by Native American-American

Indian ways of perceiving and relating to the world. It is in this way that Newark

Earthworks Center promotes an inter-disciplinary and pluri-ethnic discussion of all

periods of American history that is well comprised of American Indian-Native American

voices and the spirit of those voices. This is why I believe they succeed and will continue

to succeed at all they do, but their struggle is difficult because it sets itself in conflict with

people who do not realize what they do is a great injustice. And there is nothing more

challenging than confronting an injustice based on extreme social and cultural ignorance. 

It is a lot to think about but I took it all walking with the subtle quest of finding

some answers to some very American questions about the land, its people, their sacred

structures and their past. I took my steps with the questioning mind of how does an

American Indian see and experience these place that we are passing through on foot. And

as the Romans said, ‘Solvitur ambulando,’ ‘It is solved by walking.’ I think in many ways

we walkers on the pilgrimage from Chillicothe to the Octagon and Great Circle in

Newark were out searching for ways to heal the wound in the heartland of our nation. We

did this by remembering them while moving through the Homeland of the Original

People who lived and prospered there long before the Europeans arrived on the shores of

this hemisphere. By the end of my walk I realized that if I were a Native American,

which I am at some very specific cultural and religious levels, I would be very anguished,

sad and even mad about what the Euro-Americans have done to this land and in particular

to the earthen sanctuaries such as the Sacred Octagon, the Great Circle and the Great

Hopewell Road. By the end of the walk my feet led me to the conclusion that the golf

course had to go and the Great Hopewell Road needed to be reconstructed as much as

possible. I came to that conclusion through the realization that what America and

Americans needed most was to return to the spirit of the land by remembering the

original people who came from there and renovating the ceremonial centers they had

built there. 

When we were school kids we were taught that Christopher Columbus (Cristobal

Colon) was a great discoverer and transformer of this world. And in many senses he was
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just exactly that which they taught us. But in other ways he was just one of many men at

the beginning of the Spanish Golden Age  that could have embodied his unique destiny of

running straight into the Western Hemisphere on his way to India in search of the Spice

Islands. In fact, he blew right into the Caribbean Islands just like others would year after

year through natural movements of both ocean currents and trans-Atlantic winds.

Columbus was a hero of my youth and its Italian-American mind set but as the

years went by and my history courses in High School and the university became more

critical and searching my mind transformed through the historical truths I unearthed in

books and academic articles. I began to see the Genovese mariner as kind of a tyrant and

a vicious being driven by pleasure and pain, praise and blame, fortune and fame, loss and

gain. By the time I was in my mid-twenties I saw my schoolboy heroes falling out of the

sky like meteors that once had appeared as stars. What bothered me most was that I had

been lied to by the Eurocentric text books and All-American patriotic non-critical

historical discourse that came out of World War II and the Cold War that followed it.

After living in Central America for the past twenty years and listening to the Central

American perspective on American history I have come to realize how important the

power of historical interpretations are to the way we look out on the landscape and the

world it covers. If a nation of people is doubtful of their history then they are also

doubtful of who they are as themselves and as a nation. And that truth was made more

than apparent on our Walk with the Ancients across the heartland of the Mound Building

and Earthworks culture that once inhabited those spaces. It was easy to imagine other

ways of living and prospering on the land we stepped across that included the spirit of the

American Indian and the farming of the Euro-American people. There could be

integration but it would take making the effort of reconciliation with the past, its people,

their culture and its spiritual practices performed along the Great Hopewell Road and the

Sacred Earthworks. 

Now as I sit in my little adobe and pine study, after only a few short months of

researching the Adena, Hopewell and the Historical Indians of America’s archeological

and ethnographic past, I am astounded about the completely new way I perceive the

Central Valley of Ohio, the area surrounding it, and the earthworks found there. The

people who lived in the river valleys of ‘America’ before the coming of European and
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‘American’ settlers were no more ‘semi-nomadic’ people than any of us who move from

city to city, place to place to make our living and bring home ‘the bacon.’ The Shawnee,

Sauk and Fox as well as the Algonquin speaking people like the Menominee,

Pottawatomie, Ottawa, Ojibwa, Illinois, and Miami surely must have revered the perfect

works of earth in perfect alienation with the celestial bodies as the creation of their

beloved Ancestors. 

These Indian people, that make up a very tragic part of our own American history,

knew of the Earthworks and they used them for their ceremonies and rituals as all people

us the sacred works of those who came before them. There is one great ‘historical

misinformation’, that I found throughout all the literature on the Earthworks. I know it is

a deceit because it is always repeated the same way time after time. The historical lie is

this:  ‘many Indians in the Ohio Valley at the time that the American settlements began

had no knowledge of why or when the mounds were built.’ This statement is simply one

writer’s words repeated again and again and again and in no way should be taken as ‘the

truth.’  The deception is manifest in the following way (my comments are in parenthesis):

‘many (as in not all Native Americans) Indians in the Ohio Valley at the time ( an era of

violent and rapacious invasions and occupation of  indigenous land by white settlers) that

the American settlement began (after the Revolutionary War when many of the Indian

Nations sided with the British Crown in order to protect themselves from the ‘savage’

and ‘uncivilized’ ways of ruthless and lawless ‘American’ settlers) had no knowledge of

why or when the mounds were built.’ As an ethno-historian this kind of statement makes

me wild with anger because it ‘signifies’ that the Indians had no idea about the mounds,

that the earthworks were not in any way part of the ‘Historical Indians’ way of life and

religion, that Native Americans had no connection, spiritual or otherwise with the

earthworks. And as the saying goes ‘signifying is worse than lying’ because ‘signifying’

something points at the truth a speaker wants to make without lying: a signification which

is not the truth at all!  I can assure the reader that the Indians who lived around the

mounds and earthworks knew about them and used them to align themselves with their

cosmos through ceremony, make tribal counsels, reify trade networks and communicate

with the spirit world of the ancestors. I know that because that is the way all human

beings are throughout this world: we talk, pray and sing to the spirit world at sacred sites
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in order to make contact with the ancestors to find consolation in the present as well as to

seek guidance and knowledge towards our future. 

And if the American Indians did deny knowing of the earthworks their denial of

that knowledge to the white’s who asked about them is understandable. And this might be

easier understood by simply thinking about how people in cataclysmic times act,

especially with regard to the most sacred aspects of their lives. Who, when asked by a

ruthless dominating culture from the outside, is going to talk intimately about their most

sacred spiritual sites and beliefs, especially when you are being driven from those very

places? Who is going to tell the ‘enemy’ about the importance of the mounds, earthworks

and sacred structures that are the centers of  your people’s spiritual power? Who is going

to tell the secrets of the land to those people who have violently invaded and occupied

that very land? And why do contemporary writers of our day repeat this falseness?

Everyone knows that the Indians who were living around these Earthworks, Sacred

Roads and Mounds were literally under the gun. The Native American-American Indians

knew better than to talk about the intimacies of their  past and its beliefs in an era when

anything and everything was used against them to prove that they were pagan savages

and devil worshipping idolaters. An identity that instantaneously transformed them into

heathens and those heathens into ‘natural slaves’ in the mind’s eye of fanatic Christians,

Mormons and Masons that conquered and usurped this land for themselves. 

The white settlers rejected the truth that the Original People of America, were a

very developed and sophisticate people, people who were actually more ‘civilized’ than

the Euro-Americans who came in and drove them off their land. And this is the point that

I went to my tent with every single night we were on the road, the Great Hopewell Road:

the early American settlers could not accept that the Native American-American Indians

could create such unbelievably precise models of the movement of the sky above the

earth because those aligned formations of earth, sand and stone proved that the Indians

were sedentary and civilized people making them like all other human beings, people

deserving of consideration and respect. What really blows one’s mind is that to this day

certain Americans still perceive American Indians as pagans and even heathens who are

not worthy of human respect! 
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It was hard to ‘remove’ the Shawnee from Ohio in 1832 as the ‘human beings’

they were so the American settlers ‘dehumanized’ them and others by simply stating that

they had no connection to the people who built the spectacular Earthworks. Civilized

people have a hard time doing other civilized people harm, that is why all nations

demonized the enemy before they launch the first missiles and bombs. (Something we all

know from our most recent bout with the dis-ease known as American war mongering.

This time it was the Bush-Chaney war on Iraq for oil that was sanctified with the pretext

of a war against terrorism where Islamic people were dehumanized in every way, shape

and form into terrorists.) 

In 1833, just a year after the barbarous ‘removal’ of the Native American-

American Indians from Ohio none other than Daniel Webster asked that the Newark

Earthworks be designated as a National Park! Does America have no shame? Is it

possible that people are playing golf and betting on a sacred site of Native American-

American Indians that Daniel Webster himself asked to be saved? Could it be true that a

private country club have the power over public lands that  should be a National

Monument and World Heritage Archeological Site? Is it really possible that Americans

have not yet offered this sacred ceremonial center to the United Nations of Native

American-American Indians as a peace offering to begin the negotiation of reconciliation

that must take place in our great democratic, equalitarian and ethical nation of the United

States of America? Is any of this possibly true or are we all suffering from a waking

nightmare? None of this seems really possible yet it is going on as sure as the sun rises in

the east and sets in the west. But unlike the movement of the sun the situation of the

Octagon Earthworks can be changed for the greater good of the majority of the citizens of

America and this world as a whole. 

But I couldn’t talk about all of this out walking. It upset me too much. I preferred

laughing and having a good time on the road, making the very best of a bad situation. It

was too heavy for me to express to others and I didn’t want anyone to think that I was an

ethical fanatic to go along with my romantic sense of a spirituality informed life on earth.

Mostly I just kept the negativity of it all for my journal where paper has all the

understanding patience one could ask for in the world. Besides I didn’t want to offend

anybody or upset those who already knew to well the truth of America and its way of
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treating American Indians on their ancestors and their own land. So I kept ‘it’ to myself

with the vow and intention to write something when I returned to Guatemala where it is

safe to speak one’s mind. And this writing is just the fruit of the responsibility I have to

democracy and to America, its sacred places and its indigenous people. I am just making

good my vow to say what I believe needs to be said for the benefit of us all. 

 

Rock Mill

We spent two cool nights at Rock Mill in the warmth of the sweat lodge. On the

first night we were entertained by  two screaming lectures who managed to alienate

themselves from almost everyone in the crowd. They were invited there with good

intentions to talk about Columbus on Columbus Day but those intentions had nothing to

do with the mode and mood of our group of walkers who had come together like peas in a

pod, if not like honey in the hive. We were ‘walking peace’ manifesting how Americans

can integrate themselves under their own banner of consciousness based on the four

pillars of ‘love’: respect, responsibility, knowledge and care. We really didn’t need any

disgruntled academics coming out to the country to push nationalist divisiveness and

inter-ethnic hatred. We were looking for solutions to the problems facing us at the

moment: like how to get the Octagon Earthworks back into the Public Domain. We were

on a quest to find out to return the Earthworks to people who cared about their past. We

were walking in respect the ancestor and ancient people who came from there. We were

dreaming of maybe even convincing farmers to open up access across their land so in the

future people could actually walk the original Great Hopewell Road. We needed

somebody with knowledge to teach us about the places we were passing through and not

some wild discourse on Columbus Day in Columbus Ohio. But in the end it was just a

passing moment of discord and dissonance which we all got through one way or another. 

It was like the men who came up from Columbus to make us crazy with anger

against Columbus were simple out of sync with the new hope found in America, were

people from different religions, ethnicities and genders were getting together in order to

dialogue about serious problems in order to transform one another and create some

serious life transforming solutions. Once upon a time it was necessary to scream at the

top of your lungs about injustice just to be heard. But you need not do that  when you’re
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with a bunch of walkers who are walking in the footsteps of Mahatma Gandhi, Martin

Luther King jr., Nelson Mandela, and the Dali Lama to name a few. The walkers were

more like peaceful warriors seeking only to help human beings change this world through

peaceful ways and by walking across the face of the earth on a sacred path aligned with

celestial spheres. The walkers were all ‘we can do it’ kind of people so the harangue we

were subjected to really didn’t  harmonies with our walking in peaceful accord. It was

like we were all moving across the land with the sense that we can change the world a

little bit at a time just as we were walking step by step down the Great Hopewell Road

towards purified thought and right action in a very hopeful state where wellness was to be

found all around. 

The next night we listened to the story of Rock Mill which gave me an idea. It

was great to have people come from the outside to educate us about the peoples and

places we were moving. The walk must integrate more of that kind of thing all along the

way. One possibility is to have short talks along the way that would tell a story about the

place we are walking through. Next year I think it should be the responsibility of the

walkers and the people from the vicinity to educate themselves. As we walk from place to

place it could be the walkers, their relations and the people from the area who could tell

the history of the places we are passing through. Why not keep the walk to the walkers

and to the people who live in the area of the Great Hopewell Road who want to

participate? 

I ask this because in other places where I have gone on pilgrimage, as with the

Walk with the Ancients, I found that once the pilgrimage gets going the pilgrims become

a ‘walking entity’ unto itself, a ‘separate being’ existing in a separate reality. As the days

go by this community of walkers and their  caretakers desire less and less contact with

other folks who, by nature of the pilgrimage experience,  are not of the walker’s world.

Now this is not to say you would have to be a ‘walker’ to be of the walker’s

consciousness but you would have to be sensitive to their ways and conform to their

energy. So all the support people as well as all their relations, neighbors, parks people,

and historical society folks could easily be included in the circle of talkers but we would

be cautious of letting others into the mix. Any many senses I say this in order to protect

them from the powerful energy of the walkers as well as to protect the walkers from the
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‘foreign’ influence of outside speakers who are not on the level of the walkers and the

walk. 

I know this doesn’t sound like an open way towards integration but I say it so that

the walkers and the neighbors and visitors can integrate themselves more by having the

walkers also be the talkers. If someone doesn’t want to actually be on stage then they

could team up with others and make a performance and then tell the story behind the

story or song. It is a very grassroots way of creating community while working with

techniques of Myles Horton during the early period of Civil Rights and Paolo Freire’s

work with adult education, ‘base communities’ and Liberation Theology. It is a great way

of staying close to the campfire and listening to ourselves talk about the road, the

mounds, the mill, the geography, some ancient story of the place, a story of another place

like this place, the earthworks, language, song, spirituality, history…whatever one could

imagine to talk about that pertains to the Great Hopewell Road and the Octagon

Earthworks. We can be a bit more like Barefoot Bob and teach in order to  better educate

ourselves. It would also focus everyone’s attention as participants in the education of the

Walk with the Ancient’s walking community. 

The presentation at Rock Mill by the people who are reconstructing and

preserving it for others is just the kind of talk the walk needs. It was great to have them

there to tell us about what they are up to as well as tell part of the history of that place.

We can have them again with some presentations by ourselves. If nothing more these acts

of educational will provide us with some home spun entertainment after long days of

walking, profound hours of  thinking, deep moments of singing and praying  and minute

by minute experiences of goofing off while walking down the road like true lighthearted

pilgrims laughing along the way. All of which are good ways to move towards the Sacred

Octagon and Great Circle; a perfectly aligned and intelligently Ceremonial Center of

Woodland Indians; a place that was surely the Celestial Observatory, Pilgrimage and

Initiation place of the Hopewell-Adena People; a sacred place that was also the burial

place and trading center of the Ancients who were once wealthy in ‘Pipe-Stone’ and

‘Flint’ found naturally on this great land. 

Lithopolis-Election House Road-Pleasantville-Smeck Farm
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On our fifth day of walking we left Rock Mill in almost a drizzle. All the

newspaper and radio people were behind us. The only paparazzi around was our beloved

Tim the Photo Man who seemed to come and go with the sun. Not a single one of us was

down about the way the walk was going as we kept moving, “placing one foot forward,

putting one foot down, by taking one more step along this sacred ground.” We kept

moving forward, down the road, down the road, taking one more step along this holy

road. We walked as Mother-Fathers and Sister-Brothers of this sacred earth, Sons and

Daughters, Grandsons and Granddaughters of this hallowed land. 

We didn’t let the wind blow us off our way nor did we let the cold sky let us feel

defeat. We were one with the road and as we walked along we looked out and around to

realize we were getting closer and closer to where we had set out just a few days before.

We talked about finding quieter roads in the future for our own walking pleasure but this

year’s pilgrimage was all about waking up complacency in a population that took no

interest in the earthen works of the Ancients. It was for that reason we had chosen a few

very busy and potentially dangerous roads to walk down. 

 Our real goal was to bring to the public’s attention the Octagon earthworks,

Native American ceremonial structures on America’s public land. These earthworks were

so well surveyed, laid out and constructed that it simply amazed me that they weren’t

known to all Americans as American treasures. But our walking was our path to seeing

that would change. The water came falling out of a cold grey sky but we didn’t let that

get us down. We just  took out our rain gear one by one as the soaking wet atmosphere

sprinkled blessings on a world thirsty for life moisture. And we walked on as we talked

ourselves through the morning rain. 

At the great river highway  of motorized vehicles we crossed over to the other

side stopping traffic while drivers and passengers stared at us like ancient visions of

ancient lords of the ancient road. Then we continued right up the shoulder until the

waitress from the Waffle House beckoned us inside for a hot cup a coffee to sip right

there on the premises or to be taken jolting down the road.  When we were ready, fully

jacked up on heat and caffeine,  our lead walker-staff bearer headed out of the parking lot

onto a side road. That is when the wind really kicked in and the cold came shooting

through our light autumn clothing. Nevertheless, it was a perfect day for walking, no
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need to worry about heat exhaustion, thirst, solar radiation or burnt skin. We were one

with the asphalt in search of some lost forest, meadow, field or prairie to embrace us with

nature’s favor but there was none to be found so we settled in on the remnant of the Great

Hopewell Road. 

We just went singing and praying, laughing and joking, remembering and hoping

that this world would change with the a change of mind in the citizens of the United

States of America. Isn’t salvation our American birth right, our communal American

destiny? Are not we the chosen one’s to keep this earth from dying sad? Isn’t it America

and Americans that can do anything we set our minds and hearts to doing? So why don’t

we enlighten ourselves with the knowledge and wisdom we have created all by ourselves:

to protect what is special on our land, enhance the sister-brotherhood of human kind by

making sure all people have the opportunity to pursue happiness in health, justice and

equality in every way, shape and form imaginable.

We pilgrims went stepping quickly down the road and with those quick steps

came a renewed faith in the hope of infinite possibilities, a feeling I had never felt just

exactly like that, ever before. It was a fantastic feeling and it carried me lightly as a

breeze to where we were headed. It was great to leave behind the constraining ways of

the work-a-day world and let yourself dream of a new kind of tomorrow where people

made different kinds of decision based on different human values. It was refreshing to

enter a  place where the bottom line was soul and spirit instead of the lowest common

denominator of all, the almighty dollar: symbol of materialist power and consumer

culture. 

We ate lunch and drank hot tea in the wind next to some fancy horse stables.

Before we sang our songs of the road we listened to a hearty warrior retired from the

armed services who prayed in his own way for his ‘band of brothers’ to come home alive

and well. He prayed everyday with his walking that his ‘buddies’ would return to

America in order to start a new life in a country and nation that cared about their sacrifice

and suffering. Men and women who were willing to give life and limb for their belief in a

better world. It is sad and disempowering to be a soldier from a country that is only partly

behind you. It is discomforting to be on the ground fighting in an Army where the leaders

of the nation don’t do what they say they were going to do nor protect you the way they
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promised they would. It isn’t easy being a man of war when the heads of state and

generals making the decisions are far from the field. It is disheartening to find out that

you have used as a soldier of fortune for an American elite that is more hungry for profits

and capital returns than winning a moral victory on behalf of the golden ideals of our

freedom loving American nation. It isn’t easy being an American foot soldier in another

anti-American, foreign war. It never has been and never will be. It is always the poor

Americans who are forced to go to war and it is always the poor American soldier who

comes home beat and battered like never before. But those who reign over America don’t

care about the American soldier of the American poor, all they care about making money

by making another American war.

Our soldier friend and calm walker had mounted a small American flag on his

backpack and tent all week while keeping the morning rhythm of his ‘corps’ at sun-up

and sunset. He was aligned with his comrades in arms and everyone felt for his special

sense of pride that had been softened yet strengthened with the knowledge and

experience of tremendous loss and pain. I prayed along with him in my own way that the

American soldier’s work would someday come to an end. I hoped as walked alongside

him thinking of war and warriors that someday all those resources used in war could go

into something more constructive, more peaceful and much more humane. It isn’t often

that we get to see a real soldier shed a tear on behalf of his comrades on a chaotic front

but we saw that moving moment and shared it with our brother who carried an American

flag all along our way. We sang our Lakota song of the road like warriors of the good, the

true and the beautiful. Then in complete silence we got our things together, mounted up

and then headed down the road. 

We walked in the rain and then we walked in a rain storm. It was twenty degrees

below the normal temperature for that time of the year but we cranked up the pace and

came victoriously into good old Smeck Farm, sopping wet. For some unknown reason as

soon as we arrived at the gate of our refuge the rain stopped. We formed our greeting line

to congratulate one another on another day well done. I had been cracking up hysterically

with my walking companions for the past two hours as the rain fell out of a dismal sky. It

had come to the point of complete silliness which is always a sign that our emotions were

peaking out, no doubt the intense days on the road were getting to our hearts and souls,
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not to mention heads. If life could be just like this: walking down a sacred pilgrimage

path without the worry concerning of our mundane existence in the world. To just be

concerned about the essentials like another wet night in the cold and possible snow

instead of all the burdens of monetary and professional gain. To just be concerned with

the big questions of existence and to not be burdened with finding a way of making a

living or improving one’s station in life. 

We were all as happy as could be that afternoon at Smeck Farm as we heat

ourselves and burnt our shoes by the massive fire that the kind Park Ranger had got going

for us there. Before long we had our camp up and we were on our way into Baltimore to

another warm and friendly church for some marvelous mystery meatloaf, delicious

cheesy potatoes, succulent green beans, scrumptious salad and tasty cake with delectable

ice cream. We even had the privilege of using their warm showers which this enlightened

church offered to all citizens of the world.

A Talking Circle of Walkers and Talkers, Laughers and Criers

I have to admit that I am not much of a church ‘goer’ myself. I am even

prejudiced against fundamentalist christians because of some of the things I have seen,

heard and experienced up in the Highlands of Guatemala in the past couple of decades

that have wrapped themselves nice around the apocalyptic millennium year of 2000. The

Guatemalan Highlands is a place were certain kinds of ignorance cause severe violence in

communities that don’t understand the ten commandments are not to  be taken literally in

a world such as ours; and, that stoning to death of others is not what Jesus had in mind for

his flock of followers. But after a week in and out of different Central Ohioan churches I

kind of got the feeling that these churches were just what the ‘teacher’ would have

wanted to see. I could certainly see how these communities of faith were just what Jesus

had in mind when he gave himself up to the cross to save this world from dying dead.

These people in the churches we visited were unbelievably generous and open to us by

sharing their world. We could get pretty intense and almost intimidating when we really

got singing. That night in Baltimore was the most emotional and heartfelt nights we spent

together and the church folks were right there with us providing their space and giving

their time so we could talk, cry, laugh and sing together as if were right at home. 
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We all needed the ‘talking circle’ to say what needed to be said, to tell what had

to be told. I couldn’t keep from crying as I listened to what others had to say about the

way their lives had transformed that week as mine had. Maybe it was that night that

drives me to write all this down so that others can reflect on the walk in their own way, in

their own words, about what went on in their hearts and minds during our week together

on the Great Hopewell Road. We cried and laughed as we joked with one another about

what a great thing this walking together was. It didn’t matter a bit to any of us whether or

not it was a ‘real’ pilgrimage or not because to us walkers it was as much a pilgrimage as

a pilgrimage could be. We seemed to be walking in the sublime footsteps of the divine.

Little by little we came to realize that those who started out as ‘just’ walkers

became more spiritually inclined singers, and those who started out as ‘just’ singers were

quickly becoming advocates of spiritually inclined walking. Something else we came to

realize was that we were integrating something new into our lives by allowing the sacred

road and our experience on that road transform us in whatever way that destiny seemed to

be taking us. One of the walkers even came up with an ingenious cover of ‘Country

Road’ that goes something like this: ‘Take me home country road to the place I belong,

take me home country road. Take me home Great Hopewell Road to the place I belong,

Chillicothe- take me home country road.’ And then we sang together like never before

with one single beat of the heart drum and one single voice sung out in perfect unison.

We were as aligned as the Great Octagon and as whole as the Great Circle. We knew our

journey was coming to an end just as we were really coming together. 

Down the Road Again in the Cold Wind and Rain

To say the asphalt road had taken its toll on our feet is kind f an understatement. It

was so bad that Barefoot Bob had become Flip-flop Bob since the pavement had sanded

his foot pads down to nothing. Barefoot Bob wrote a book on ‘bare footing it’ that is

bound to become a cult classic in the world of walkers. Barefoot Bob and others like him

were just the kind of walking fanatics that you want by your side as you saunter across

Central Ohio. He knows, like no other, every nook and cranny of his native landscape as

well as why this place is called ‘nook’ and why that one over there is named ‘cranny.’ 
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If the world was an awoken place it would be people like Barefoot Bob who

would be our true cultural heroes. Instead he is just an easy news piece for the media who

he says care less about the message and more about exploiting his  image. There is a deep

philosophy beneath the barefoot nature of Bob but the question remains as to whether or

not America is ready for such profound forms of thinking and acting. Are we able to free

ourselves enough to go unshod in a world were foot apparel is a means of identity? Or

can we allow our selves the individual freedom of going bare foot in a world of intense

socio-cultural conformity? I have the feeling the Barefoot Bob is both the echo of the past

and the tolling bell of our common future since he incarnates freedom by just being

himself and enjoying being just the who and the way he is. I now go bare footing

whenever I can in the mountains I live and sure enough my life has changed for the

better. Barefoot Bob is just one example of how people on the pilgrimage subtly helped

me change my life, which I still take seriously but with a grain of salt and a bare footer’s

ease and smile.

The morning we left Smeck Farm the cold drizzle pelted us as we walked along

with a group of students from Newark searching for an experience on the road and some

extra points to add to their grade score. This kind of thing is not exactly well thought out

and for the most part the pilgrims didn’t mix much with the neophytes who were in it for

material gain in the sense of their academic evaluations and not in it for the quest of the

sacred road. I felt for them all and what they had gotten themselves into. It was a dismal

morning to be out walking and with OSU on a losing streak, life looked kind of bleak for

these well intended students. I was too busy talking and laughing with my friend whose

‘name is Kurt’ to give them much attention which in retrospect could possibly seen as

kind of unfortunate but maybe not. (Kurt is truly as hilarious as he is intelligent. He came

on the pilgrimage with his life long friend Tommy, also a very funny and super smart

human being,  and the two of them together was about as good as it gets. I can’t express

what a great time we had balancing very serious discussions of life with very serious

bouts of laughter. I hope to meet those guys again somewhere down the road because

they really helped me lighten up on this thing called human existence.) Just as we were

warming up to the day ahead of us our student friends had to climb back on their school

bus to return home. But before they took leave of us we circled up, sang our songs, shook
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hands with our short term scholastic companions and once they were all on board their

vehicle we headed out again by ourselves. 

The wind was cranking down on us as we turned up towards Millersport and

Buckeye Lake. I walked with one person and then another and then three of us formed

the tail of this lineal walking being we had become. Finally I said, “I am going walking

by myself for a while” and took off all alone by entering in a huge gap between and

betwixt the walkers that were now spread out in single file line naturally spaced out from

one another on this long straight two lane highway. It seemed to be time to go inside

ourselves for everyone as the weather drove us all towards greater internal depths. 

As I walked along, with six different layers of clothing including a rain jacket and

a rain poncho, there was a mystical feeling that seemed to fill the air. The wind was

blowing straight into my face and the tiny little rain drops pelted my skin like ice crystals

but I felt as free as a bird so I stretched out my arms and let myself fly down the open

road that lay ahead of me. I have always maintained my child-like nature while doing my

best to mature myself from my childish ways. And it was this pilgrimage that taught me

that it is quite o.k. and perfectly fine to be child-like in a world were human lives are

shorten than we are led to believe. While out walking across the Hopewell Heartland I

came to realize the child we were when we were children stays with us all life long and it

is that light hearted soul that keeps us safe from the heaviness we find all along the way

as adults. Why should we care to ‘grow-up’ when being ‘grown-up’ usually means losing

what makes life worth living. It also means being alienated from that gentle little voice

within that we listen to as children and should listen to all life long.  Children don’t doubt

themselves. Doubt comes with an education that says ‘children don’t know’ but children

do know and what they know is that they are all the ‘child of god’ and being just so they

are divinity incarnate. So why not go back to being a ‘child of god’ and listening to that

sage little voice within? What could we possibly lose by doing something as innocent as

that? Nothing at all I can assure you, in fact, by listening to ourselves from within we

learn how easy it is to win whatever it is we wish to be won, because by listening to our

inner voice we become one, and one is much better than being none. 

So I didn’t care what people might think of me as I slowly flapped my wings of

my rain poncho as I headed up the road into the wind. Why be conventional and
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conformist  in a world were nothing really seems to make much of a difference or much

sense any way; in a world where six billion people should be allowed to be themselves as

themselves by doing what they want to do with themselves as long as it brings no harm to

others. So I let my walking become a soaring as I flew up the great American Highway

waving my cold limbs to  the amusement of drivers and passengers that came our way in

their petroleum  powered cars and trucks. And it was just about then that I vowed to

myself to be free to be me to my dying day.

I love America and Americans, we are quick to smile, ready to laugh and always

willing to help out others whenever we can or are asked to. We are basically a very good

people often governed by an elitist nuclear core who don’t really take the American

masses needs to heart. Once upon a time Americans had to be completely self reliant and

that was good because it strengthened the individual sense of being that is the essence of

the American nature. Then there was the Revolutionary War, then the War of 1812 and

the first Indian Wars, then the Mexican-American War, then the Civil War, then more

Indian Wars, then the Spanish-American War, then the First World War, then the Second

World War, then the Korean War, then the Cold War, then the Vietnam War, then the

Contra War, then the War on Drugs, then the Gulf War, then our War on Terrorism

which became our attack of Iraq and now we have War in Afghanistan as part of a larger

more complicated all out War in the Middle East. All those wars have seemingly

destroyed our spirit of true freedom as they have made us circumspect of those people out

their causing us, even forcing us, to defend our hard earned freedom that is supposed to

insure liberty for all. We have become a nation of dependent conformist based on the

need to come together against an ‘enemy’ out there. I think it is time for us all to re-

evaluate our personal freedom in order to see what we can gain back for ourselves for the

good of personal liberation, spiritual growth and human development. It seems only right

to give war and warring a break in order to give peace a chance since it is in peace that

we will find our true selves and that true self is the most creative and kind being we will

ever meet.  

 No doubt war is a sad story to be carrying up the road but as I walked up that

road gliding my way up the perfectly straight pavement to Millersport I thought of all that

warring and how it has changed us as a people and how it has deprived us of our
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country’s wealth to the point of almost complete economic, physical and psychological

collapse. It was sad to see an American soldier talk of how he hoped the troops would

come home alive in a war that had lost all meaning and reason; a war where the warriors

were once again duped and used as cannon fodder for an all but invisible American elite

and their private political and economic interests. It was so sad it was almost funny in its

ridiculousness. I no longer knew if I should laugh or cry while knowing for sure that I

wished like nothing else it would come to an end so we could all live in peace and

prosperity again. 

(I acknowledge that it isn’t ethically right to blame specific others as if they were

the ‘intimate internal enemy of the true American people’ in a world were people are as

much a creation of the society and culture they were raised as they are independent

psychological selves with their own egotistical needs and desires; but, the truth hurts as

they say and sooner or latter we must face the music and own up to our mistakes, not

only as individuals but as an integrated nation of people. In the end, it is up to the people

of a democracy to uphold the ideals of democracy and take control of the country by

placing restraints on the powers of a minority American elite.) 

I thought to myself as I raised and lowered my arms to warm my body: ‘my god

what could we do for our own people, all of our people and other people across the globe

if we didn’t have to fight all these wars; wars that the unethical politicians, interested top

brass and money hungry war suppliers forced on us well intended, ever prepared, always

sacrificing, freedom loving American people. It seemed only too apparent to me as I

walked up the quintessential country road in America that America like all other empires

throughout history found itself ruled by some pretty vicious and greedy minded people at

the very crown of our society’s pathological social and cultural hierarchy. And that those

uncaring people had placed the burden of war on us American citizens like a plague set

upon us all. We once were such a wealthy nation that we literally could have all afford to

take a week off of work in the autumn to take a pilgrimage of thanksgiving across our

beloved country. Without war and the constant threat of war driven into us by the biased

‘message’ in the media we could be free as birds, as free as I felt as I walked up the Great

Hopewell Road soaring on the winds of change with my new found wings of freedom.

And in the coolness of the falling rain a felt a subtle sense of renewal bud into life. How I
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wished we could make this country and hemisphere a better place for all of us to live;

how I hoped that our leaders in the Pentagon, in the Congress, in the White House, in the

Supreme Court, in our State governments and at the local level would all have a massive

change of heart. And it is just a change of heart and a change of mind is all that it would

really take for this world to become a paradise on earth. 

Lakota Singers and Staff Bearers

We were lucky to have three very talented Lakota singer with us on the road.

Every morning before we ate Gilly Running said a prayer to bless our sustenance. He

asked the Great Spirit that we be safe on the road and that we would arrive where we set

out to without incident, conflict or accident. His prayers were heard and answered by the

Spirit who resides over all and watches over all creation. Our ‘Holy One’ or ‘Medicine

May’ talked to the Earth as he prayed in his grounded and song-like way. The Earth

seemed to hear his words, answering us with happiness and joy as we moved along the

ancient road of the original people who once lived here, before being driven off of it to

start life anew in a foreign and inhospitable place, people who still see themselves as

originating from this sacred space. Gilly Running asked the world to change with our

effort to change it through our peaceful walking ways. And he made me realize that

history is never a done deal and that in fact the dialogue between American Indians and

Euro-Americans has entered a new and transformative era. 

There is a misinformed idea in the United States of America that the indigenous

people who once lived in these parts live no more. There is an almost a dark wish in some

people’s minds that there is no longer a connection of the Native American-American

Indian people with these sacred lands in Ohio that once were the Indian pilgrim’s quest as

a  sacred ceremonial center of many Indian Nations. I now believe that indigenous people

of North America came from the eight sacred direction to the Great Octagon and from

every sphere of the ever widening and enveloping rings that emanate from the Great

Circle. And I believe this to be true based on empirical evidence and from my studies of

pilgrimage in the Americas. It was the Lakota singer though that made this truth become

real as they created a bridge of song and spirit from an ancient past that met us in our

hearts and minds in this present day. 
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This place we were walking through and towards was once the sacred center,

perhaps even the ‘Holy of Holies’ of not only the Adena and Hopewell Ancestral

Cultures but also of those people who were their direct descendents and walked to and

from this area throughout their lives. All of us pilgrims on the road were aware of this

truth; and,  if not through direct knowledge of North American Ethnographic History then

through the words of our Lakota Uncles and Nephews who came to call us their

‘relations’, ‘Mitakuye Oyasin’ creating a unified body of people held together with the

heart of the drum and the voice of song. You could hear it in their words, in the beat of

the drum and the strain in their voices filled with the souls of the past and the spirit of

today. 

Not all is ‘right’ in America but we can still work it out, we are creative people.

We have a long road to walk before we are able to walk arm in arm with one another

across the sacred face of the earth. But there are people on both sides of the human divide

that are making an effort to reach out to one another and they are doing so in there own

way. And that is the way I believe all of us went walking down the road together with

Lakota songs ringing in our open ears, in sighting and inviting us to join in something

much bigger than ourselves. It was as if we had entered limitless undying love which

shines around us like a million suns as it calls us on and on across the universe.

Sometimes I felt so at ease with my being as we sang that it was almost unbearable. It

was like all those years of remorse about the unjust and inhumane way the Euro-

Americans had treated the American Indians had come to a crossroads in our own flesh

and blood. The singers were there to help us reconcile with the past the best way they

could: through sacred prayer, sacred song, sacred sage, sacred tobacco and by walking

down the path of peace as a single minded people. 

Let me be frank about the situation amongst ‘White men’ and ‘Indians’ in

the Americas. Why not state the truth? There is ‘bad blood’ that still flows in the veins of

both people towards one another that causes both sides to hold the other at a distance

through racial hatred. I think the Americas needs to open up the dialogue to tell our

stories to one another to know where the ‘other’ is coming from. We need to do this in

order that knowledge of our ‘otherness’ enables us to realize we are all human beings

with minds filled with memories that cause affliction in our hearts.  Yet we are also
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human beings hungry to turn the tide and start the healing of our Nations that are both

plagued and blessed by tremendous diversity. Hopefully in the future we will have other

groups join us on the path with their songs that they also teach us to sing, under their

banners that show all those who we pass on our way who we are: a mixed group of like

minded loving people. 

The Great Hopewell Road leads to the Great Octagon Earthworks: a place to

Dream of a Perfectly Aligned Future

The last day was the hardest day of all mostly because I don’t think many of us

wanted our journey together to end. In fact, the positive experience of walking and

talking with one another through out the week gave birth to the idea that people were

going to make the walk happen again. I love how fired up we all were in our desire to

make sure this sacred path was etched into the landscape one way or another. The

repetition of the walk now became important to us so that other people could experience

the wonders of walking from one Sacred Mounds in Chillicothe, to the Earthen Cross at

Tarlton to the Sacred River at Rock Mill to the Perfect Octagon and Great Circle in

Newark. It is in the quest of a vision of the future that we are given that vision. It is in

dreaming that our dreams our found so that they may come true. And so as the last day

transpired I let myself ‘dream the dream on’ while my legs and feet took my body and

mind down the road.  

Wouldn’t it be unbelievably creative and dream-like if we all went to work

transforming this world we live in to make it a better place for all of us to live. Like the

planners and builder of the Earthworks we could focus our attention on aligning

ourselves with the cosmos instead of the strictures of economic development and political

power. We could leave some things the way they are like the basic infrastructure of the

country, with other things we could make slight little changes that would have a deep and

positive impact on the lives of American citizens and hopefully the lives of other folks

across the world. I had already started in on a dream for the Octagon Earthworks and the

Great Circle even before I saw them with my own eyes. Solutions to the problem of their

stewardship came to me as I read through the literature that explained in detail these

sacred sites where ceremony once graced its structure and sang out from its perfectly
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aligned geometry. The solutions that came to my mind come from what conscientious

people in Guatemala are trying to do at an ancient Maya Temple Complex in the Peten

jungle, a place known as El Mirador. As coincidence would have it is there that we find

another pilgrimage road known as a Saq Be’, a ‘White Road.’ The Maya word for

‘pilgrimage road’ is ‘Saq Be’ which means not only ‘white’ but ‘pure’ filling the concept

of pilgrimage with the feeling of ‘walking the pure path.’ (When one is on pilgrimage

there is no doubt that the sense of purity becomes not only the goal but the gift as well of

the pilgrimage experience.) The ‘Saq Be’ or ‘pilgrimage road’ in the jungle of Guatemala

leads from the monumental temples of El Mirador to another sister city in the jungle by

the name of Nak Be. The similarities between Maya heartland cities of El Mirador and

Nak Be with Hopewell heartland cities of Chillicothe and Newark are intriguing and if

nothing else potent comparisons to stimulate creative thinking and innovative problem

solving. But the solution to saving both places and stimulating the economies of both

areas is to create walking routes between the sister ‘cities’ and by so doing create an

industry of walking or trekking to and from ancient ceremonial centers. 

In our day and age when it comes down to saving sacred spaces in sacred places

everyone talks about ‘sustainability.’ It is a techno-bureaucratic word for ‘fund

yourselves.’ What the archeologists and government in Guatemala want to do in the

jungle is open up the Great Mayan Road (Saq Be) between El Mirador and Nak Be and

then encourage walking tourism, ornithology, and active sports in the area. This place in

the jungle is not far from where ‘Survivor’ filmed their ‘reality’ television show and it is

a place Mel Gibson became interested in while making his movie ‘Apocalypto.’ It is also

not far from where Francis Ford Copola has his resort in the jungle. The one issue that

holds up this creative endeavor is that the drug traffickers more or less have complete

control of this part of the world. The Maya ruins are right in the middle of a low level but

continuous drug war. A reality that doesn’t seem likely to be changing anytime in the

near future. So in comparison to do something similar in Ohio, relatively speaking, would

be much, much easier. 

My idea is pretty simple even though at first it might seem an impossible dream

but like I say all the time: for a dream to come true you have to have one in the first

place. So here goes everything: a dream to hang a dream on, a dream of possibilities for
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the future of the Octagon Earthworks, the Great Circle and Great Hopewell Road. And

remember these are just some ideas that came to me while I was walking to the Octagon

on the last day of the Walk with the Ancients and then over the last couple months after

the event. If we all spent some time on it I know we could come up with something

really, really cool!

The Great Hopewell Road-Central Ohio-Place of Pilgrimage

Almost before anything else it would be great to find the golfers at the

Moundbuilders Country Club a new place to golf. I was thinking the PGA, some classic

Ohio golfers, and some golf corporations could come together to build another golf

course for the golfers. There is so much money in golf that surely somebody can come

forward and change the situation in a heartbeat. Tiger Woods alone is worth hundreds of

millions of dollars. (There is a side to me that says just take back the land and cancel the

debt the country club has with the citizens of Newark whose precious and valuable

ethnographic resources have been used and abused by a private few for almost nothing

for about one hundred years.) Maybe the world of golf could come to the rescue of those

hard pressed Moundbuilder Country Club golfers who would no longer have a place to

play. There must be somewhere in the area they could play instead of on top of the most

elaborate and precisely aligned earthworks in the world. The absurdity of it is nothing

less than surreal. The best thing of all would be is  if the golf course on the Octagon

Earthworks could be replicated somewhere else in order that the world have a memento

of an era of Euro-American domination of the American Indians. It could be used as kind

of a holocaust golf course and memorial park of sorts to remind Americans what the first

‘Americans’ did to the original inhabitants of this land. 

Once the Octagon Earthworks are secured they could slowly and carefully be

transformed by turning places like the sand traps into botanical show cases of what plants

once where used by the Hopewell, Adena, and Native American-American Indian

Cultures. Blackberry and elderberry could be replanted in appropriate areas on the

perimeter creating natural fence lines as they develop into natural and edible enclosures.

OSU agricultural extensions could use the ex-golf course as an out door lab for its
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horticulture students who could participate in the transformation of a highly chemically

saturated environment to a completely restored organic sanctuary. Ethno-botany students

could plant and study plant species used by the American Indians by recreating natural

gardens in appropriately places at the site. The water outlets on the golf course will come

in extremely handy as the project of reestablishing native plants begins but eventually the

water usage will drop as the unnatural golf course disappears and the natural sacred earth

returns in its place. 

Native American-American Indian groups from around the country and the world

could come in to talk about ceremony and the ways they see how these places were once

used. These discussions could be influenced by ceremonial people through out the

Americas and around the world. Ethnographers, ethnomusicologists, art historians,

anthropologists, native healers, archaeologists, archeo-astronomers, medicine men and

women, singers, prayer makers, seers and diviners, historians of religions and many

others could be invited to conferences in order to enter into a dialogue on the possible

spiritual and cultural uses of the Octagon. Once the dialogue period ends there would be

the restoration and creation of ceremonial areas where Native American ceremonies and

dances, storytelling and singing could be performed. There would also be an area for

camping and simple lodging that could be used by people who came walking to this place

of pilgrimage from far away. 

Everyone who comes to visit the Earthworks would be urged to take off their

shoes in order to go barefoot on the cool green grass. Small shallow streams could even

be installed where visitors could wade in the refreshing waters of the streams where

‘friendly’ sized smooth pebbles would cover the course of these stream beds enabling

waders the therapeutic experience of a natural and invigorating foot massage. The

Earthworks would instantaneously be transformed into a place of physical and

psychological rehabilitation. Once again human beings could walk across the ground

barefoot to feel the freedom and the exquisite texture of mother earth. By walking

barefoot people would once again experience the connection with the earth and in so

doing be returned to both psychological and physical health. 

The Clubhouse could be the first museum that would come to house the

collections of the Peabody Museum at Harvard, the Smithsonian Museum in Washington
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D.C. and the British Museum in London of Central Ohioan artifacts gathered together by

Ephraim Squier and Edwin H. Davis during there work of collecting, surveying, studying

and writing in the area. It was the English who bought the Squier and Davis collection

and no doubt could be repatriated to the United States of American in a ceremony of

British reconciliation with America’s Native American-American Indian people. The

Smithsonian would want to participate in this decentralizing of collections as would the

Peabody Museum at Harvard who looks to repatriate artifacts to small museums

wherever they are found. It is interesting to point out that the first publication of the

Smithsonian Institution was Squier and Davis’s Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi

Valley. It seems fitting that the Smithsonian would be interested in their legacy. No doubt

they would welcome the challenge to return to this part of America to finish its very first

work by fomenting the transformed stewardship of these ancient monuments of America

and by helping bring to light the ‘descriptions of the antiquities discovered in Ohio and

other western states.’

Once the Octagon and Great Circle are re-established as a National Park’s

Monument and the museum is in place then it would be appropriate to create the

Earthworks Center for Reconciliation. This would be a place of peace where diverse

groups from across the United States of America and from north to south throughout the

Americas could come together in an effort to find solutions to their problems. But instead

of discussing things seated uncomfortably face to face in tense rooms the participants and

delegates, mediators and negotiators would be asked to take their problems walking in an

attempt to find solutions of all natures on the Great Hopewell Road. Yes, ‘Solvitur

ambulando,’ ‘Solving it by walking,’ would be put into practice as peace makers and

peace negotiators would be instructed on how to look for answers to their problems while

walking across the sacred Ohioan landscape. It would be a mound to earthworks to

mound tour and on it people would be reminded that the world is a big enough place to

find new ways of being in as many different ways, shapes and forms as can be imagined. 

But before these walks could take place a team, headed by Brad Lepper perhaps,

would have to show us once again just exactly where the Great Hopewell Road went so it

could be recreated for a multitude of healthy and life affirming purposes. Would it not be

a dream for farms to give up a thin ribbon of their land, receive a tax break every year
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and even an annual usage payment for the property they donate back to the Great

Hopewell Road steering committee? Wouldn’t it be wonderful if communities could

construct good looking buildings where they could offer food and lodging to those

walkers and pilgrims that moved on foot through their communities? And wouldn’t the

Federal Government be prepared to give interest free business loans to farmers along the

Great Hopewell Road so they could build facilities for the walkers who moving across

the landscape? The Ohio countryside these days needs another form of income so why

can’t it be based on walking and outdoor recreation. Americans want to go less and less

to crowded and expensive Western and Southwestern states. Why can’t Central Ohio

become a walker and bikers, birders and botanist vacation destination? By replanting the

sides of the Great Hopewell Road with native trees, bushes, flowers and native grass

Central Ohio will once again be the natural oasis and paradise it once was. 

People spend tremendous amounts of money to go trekking in far off exotic

places all around the world most of them with some significant archeological attraction.

Newark Ohio is one of the few places in America that can claim that possibility.

Adventurers go to Guatemala to walk up and down the side of volcanoes and spend time

at Maya ruins. Folks travel to Mexico to walk through the Copper Canyon and spend time

at ancient Toltec palaces and temples. They go to Nepal to trek up into the Himalaya

visiting Buddhist monasteries. The go to Peru to walk along the Inca trail while

discovering Inca stone terraces, temples and fortresses. The go to Ireland, Scotland and

England, France, Italy and Spain on walking tours and visited the shrine, monasteries,

Roman ruins and roads, churches, cathedrals and basilica. People now days are even

returning to Europe to go on pilgrimages not to mention Australia, India and all parts of

Asia to find a soulful way of knowing the world a little bit better while getting to know

themselves like never before and they do it all on foot. 

People these days are going back to knowing the world by walking it like never

before. So why can’t Central Ohio become the place of pilgrimage it once was a mere

two hundred years ago? The Great Hopewell Road could become a place of ‘hopefulness’

and ‘wellness’ for people who need to turn their lives around and head in the direction of

mental and physical health as well as spiritual empowerment.
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Best of all, maybe, the Great Hopewell Road, the Octagon Earthworks and

Museum as well as the Center for Reconciliation could become a center for Native

American culture, language and religion. Where people could come from all over the

world to study and practice Native American Traditions in an integral academic and

applied way. The Great Hopewell Road and Octagon Earthworks center could be a place

where Native American-American Indian people would return year after year to reaffirm

their ties with the land through a pilgrimage, initiation and vision quest along the Great

Hopewell Road from ancient earthworks to ancient earthworks that would once again

become sacred ceremonial and ritual space. The Octagon Earthworks and Great Circle

could live again with song and dance, drum and flute, prayers and offering of Native

American people and their ancient traditions. It could be a place of remembrance as well

as one of ‘re-conciliation’ and ‘re-creation’ for those who desire to realign themselves

with the earth and sky by taking to the ‘perfect path’, the Great Hopewell Road. It

wouldn’t be that hard to do or be very expensive to accomplish either. By comparison,

building a nuclear submarine, a space shuttle or an aircraft carrier is much a more

complicated challenge and much, much more expensive than what I am proposing here.

And us Americans have built many nuclear submarines, space shuttles and aircraft

carriers. It we can do that then refurbishing the Great Hopewell Road, the Octagon

Earthworks, the Great Circle and building the new necessary structures should be

relatively easy for us Americans not to mention Ohioans who can do whatever they

decide needs to be done. 

 If one thinks about it for just a second it all comes into focus and that focal point

is filled with exquisite meaning. Down south, close to Chillicothe pipestone was found

and from it peace pipes were made. Up north, close to the Octagon Earthworks lay

Flintridge where points of arrows and spears were knapped for the hunt and for war. At

one end of the Great Hopewell Road lay the stone quarries of peace, at the other end lay

the stone quarries of war. It was up to sagacious human beings embodied in the Wise

Elders, comprised of both women and men, that decided what kind of stone would be

used to solve their problems in this world. Would it be pipestone for peace or flint for

war? It was human beings that decided that question two thousand years ago and it is

human beings that decide that question today.  Perhaps it was in the perfect symmetry of
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the Octagon and its empowered circles that the ancients placed themselves in alignment

with their cosmos in order to find the wise answers and perfect solution to their people’s

questions, challenges and future. There is no doubt that when human beings look out into

the Milky Way on a perfectly clear night our vision is made clear and we come to realize

we are all just one people living on one tiny little planet that we have come to call home.

Maybe that is the best perspective to make decisions from in order to take in the big

picture and include all creature big and small, plant or animal, friend or foe. Wouldn’t it

be nice if we could help ourselves and others do that again in our life times  as guardians

of this precious earth and its ancient ceremonial structures? I think it would, in fact, I

know it would. It is just a dream, my dream, for the Central Ohio but it is a dream I

believe in and can come true.

Final Steps-Final Day-Final Words 

We had been on the road Saturday, Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,

Thursday and this was Friday. It became obvious that a group of human beings with good

leadership, abundant food, simple shelter, fuel for fires, plenty of water, ample coffee and

a will overflowing with heart and soul could go a long, long way together as a people. In

one short week we had bonded beyond my most optimistic expectations. We had changed

ourselves and each other by walking in stride with one another. Now we were in for our

biggest challenge of this some what long and exhausting week. We started out the day

whistling ‘Don’t worry be Happy’ with Hunter showing yet another of his infinite talents,

this time as a whistler. Once we all were packed up we realized Larry was off over in the

trees next to the Amanita muscaria mushrooms fast asleep. We hadn’t seen him because

he had camouflaged himself so unbelievably well. He woke up on his own but it was

shocking to him to realize all the other hikers were already in the vans and the vans had

their motors idling. 

Kurt and I ran to his rescue helping him tear down and pack up his gear in an

instant. Kurt and I laughed in hysterics as we worked as quickly and diligently as we

could under the circumstances. Kurt and I kept repeating lines from a movie, The Big

Lebowski,  that actually fit the scene in a completely magical and surreal way. “Larry,

see what happens when you wake up late? See what happens, Larry. This is what happens
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Larry. This is what happens when you wake up late. Larry, do you see what happens

when you sleep in on the last day, Larry?  Larry, do you see what happens? This is what

happens. This is what happens Larry.” We went on and on and on, laughing and rolling

up the camouflage rain tarp in record time. “Larry do you see what happens when you

don’t wake up? Larry, this is what happens. This is what happens when you don’t wake

up Larry? This is what happens” It was a lot of fun. No doubt the most and only fun we

would have the entire day. When we were finished we threw it all in the gear trailer on

the back of the pick-up. Before too long we were all over at the New Life Church in an

defunct Chevy dealership close to where we would begin are final leg of the pilgrimage.

The unfortunate aspect of the last morning, something only realized in retrospect, was

that we were in no hurry at all. We all could have slept in like Larry had on the last day

and that extra hour of sleep might have done us all a world of good. Better luck next time.

We were doing quite well despite the inclement weather. So well we actually

made the front page of the Columbus Dispatch which highlighted our efforts with a photo

of us in are singing-prayer circle in the sun at the halfway point of our pilgrimage. We

read the newspaper to see who we officially were in the words and eyes of the media

controlled public. You could tell everyone was nervous, including me. We ate our

breakfast and spoke quietly about the days gone by and the anxious day ahead. 

It was weird but I knew there would be trouble but I couldn’t for the life of me see

where it would be coming from. I have been on a few pilgrimages before and the one

thing they all have in common is that the core group of pilgrims suffer greatly upon re-

entry into the ‘world.” It is as if they realize they are about to be driven from the Garden

of Eden and the Paradise of ‘religious’ immersion with the natural world and their

companions on the purified path. There is always something or somebody that cause their

solidarity to fall apart. I know that sound weird but that is what I experienced in Spain

and Guatemala and that is what I experienced in Newark Ohio at the end of the Walk

with the Ancients. As we neared our destination between Geller Park and the Octagon

Earthworks on the golf links of the Moundbuilder’s Country Club our unity started to

dissipate and mostly just because the route we took into town was completely inadequate

for good folks like us who were following plans that had not been made on foot. 
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The communal collapse we experienced was a predictable human breakdown but

their was nothing anyone could do to stop it from happening. It was also unforeseeable,

something the planning committee was not responsible for in anyway. It simply is the

way things are, especially for a group like ours who couldn’t really plan for what traps

and obstacles, snares and ambushes lay in its way. I think it was partially my fault for

making us all stop and take a photo in front of the F.O.E. Mount Rushmore mural they

had painted up on the side of their lodge. It pissed off our lead walker and that was the

last thing in the world I intended. But I thought it was as surreal as life can get in Central

Ohio and that was after singing Lakota road songs in a ex-Chevy Dealership a loving

Revivalist New Life-Born Again Christian Church. I knew the day was going to end up

as kind of bad dream if not worse, but what can you do? Not much, so we walked on and

in too much of a hurry. 

The first part of the walk was great as it led us through a tunnel of trees to a

playground but then it quickly turned toxic. The planners of the walk decided it best for

us to walk up along the highway because that was approximately where the Great

Hopewell Road must have passed close to. The highway was also the best place for the

citizen of Newark to see us in action. I wouldn’t do it again that way because the toxins

and roar of the highway, not to mention the danger. It is just too much to put humans

through at the end of a seven day walk across the central section of the beautiful state of

Ohio. In the future we need to think of the walkers instead of trying to make a political

message in the air and noise pollution. 

We had become subversive elements of anti-structure as we transformed

ourselves throughout the week into walkers in motorized American social structure

founded on the incessant use of automobiles. Now we were walking straight up the side

of the highway, we puffed the fumes in an out of our lungs as the motorcycles, cars,

trucks, vans and service vehicles zoomed along beside us. After churning up the highway

we began entering town where traffic cameras were set-up all along the way. It felt like

Big Brother was watching us from every angle but in reality it was just the City of

Newark trying to make some money off of unaware citizens. 

Then we clamored through the unsightly parking entrances of strip mall

architecture unique to America. The noise was so loud we couldn’t hear one another very
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well. People had to yell out directions which created an almost unfriendly atmosphere

among the group. The leaders were moving at their own pace which seemed to no longer

be concerned with group dynamics. It was as if folks couldn’t hear themselves think

anymore because of the ‘mayhem’ of contemporary civilization in America where the

road is no place for folk on a walk. 

You could feel the pilgrimage falling apart as we entered the rather ugly world of

low cost-maximum square footage commercial design and architecture. We crossed a

massive intersection before continuing on through the oasis of the flower and bush

perimeter of the Shopping Malls picking flowers along the way. We crossed a relatively

calm side street before crossing the parking lots of monopolistic wholesale-retailers and

then out the backdoor and through a quiet, well kept neighborhood to Geller Park. By the

time we arrived at the park I felt nauseous from running through the hydrocarbon gauntlet

and as I looked around at my comrades I could see their joy had somehow left them. We

had made it close to our final destination but were denied public access to the Octagon

Earthworks while the golfers finished their Friday rounds of ‘no tee time’ private golf.

Needless to say it was more or less a big let down. 

We had arrived early, with just enough time for us to disperse here and there and

everywhere. What do pilgrims do when they can’t march on to the sacred ceremonial

center they had been focusing in on for months? We tried to entertain ourselves talking to

people who had come to join us at the Park. But as I had anticipated from other

pilgrimages in the past it was almost impossible to feel ‘happy’ about rejoining the

mundane world that now lay outside of our well circumscribed sanctified world of

peregrinating walkers. There was some trouble with some people that isn’t worth

mentioning but it was enough to cause a rift within our once solidified hearts and minds.

Society and its culture came at us from all directions making a frontal assault on our

aforementioned state of peace and well being. 

When the time came we heard presenters who sounded like preachers and that

kind of voice seemed to set the feeling in the air: these officials from Newark didn’t

really care about what we cared about and had been walking for all week long. Nothing

against anyone special but it was just a matter of hearing from dignitaries that didn’t

really seem to understand anything about the importance that the earthworks and mounds
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had for the citizens of the United States of American and in many senses, the world. They

didn’t seem to know these earthworks came from a long line of human beings who lived

in these parts: the Adena and Hopewell Cultures that flowered and prospered for

hundreds of years before the birth of Christ until the first millennium when Europe still

lived in the spiritual darkness of the Middle Ages. The speakers didn’t seem to realize the

significance of Ohio Hopewell Culture that lived and prospered here creatively for seven

hundred years of spectacular growth and development in horticulture, astronomy,

monumental construction, river and road ways. Nor did they seem to realize that the Fort

Ancient People lived here from 900AD to 1750 and from then on the Miami, Fox, Sauk,

and Shawnee who were the direct decadence of these ancient people. 

To my understanding the panel of politicians who came to greet us didn’t know

much about Ancient, Historical or Contemporary Native American-American Indians at

all and they even said so in their own words with their own speeches. It was

disheartening to say the least. One has to love that kind of honesty in men though while

shaking one’s head wondering what happened to the idea of teaching deep history in our

public education system, a true history that teaches people about the places they are from

and the people who once inhabited them. Ignorance incurs a high cost in any civilization

for all the confusion and pain it can cause, knowledge in comparison is low cost with

tremendously high returns in a world were education always pays off as the highest good

for a greater whole. We need to go back to being a civilization that believes in and funds

public education at all levels and with all means. 

When the talking ended we walked out of Geller Park, up a main street and then

hung a left, then a right and then I then I think another left. What I remember was the

quaint little American neighborhood we past through on the way to the Octagon golf

links. I thought what a great place to live, so close to such a unique archeological creation

built by incredibly developed human being who manifest themselves through earthworks

overflowing with aesthetic sensitivity and empirical observations, people who molded

meaning from nothing more than earth, sand, stone and clay. I was taking in the sidewalk

and the attractive homes surrounded by beautiful trees when  suddenly we were there. 

For some odd reason I was completely disoriented when we crossed the road and

into the golf course by the side of a ‘green’ set in a sacred circle known as a ‘herradura’,
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‘horse-shoe’. Just like that it hit me: the Moundbuilder’s golf course didn’t just work

around the Earthworks it actually used them as part of the sacred twentieth century

colonial game known as golf. I don’t think this is what the Scotts had in mind when they

invented it out on the fair Scottish Moors. This was sacrilege. This was painfully absurd. 

Imagine using a ceremonial center built two thousand years ago by ancient geo-

astronomers at the birth of the Western Hemispheres first High Civilizations. This was

not right. How could any society that called itself civilized do something as mindless,

senseless and ignorant as this? What are the people of Newark thinking? This is public

space. How could the citizens of civilization let such barbarous use of sacred ceremonial

sites as this happen? If this was in New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Mexico, Peru,

Guatemala, Colorado, California, Alaska, Ecuador, Brazil….why say it? If you were

anywhere else in the world I don’t think this could go on. You just couldn’t get away

with it, it is just too unethical, that’s all, it is immoral. 

You can’t play a ball game on a one of a kind archeological sites anywhere else in

the world. I think it is against the United Nation’s mandates on the Rights of Indigenous

People throughout the World. Just like that our splendid pilgrimage of walking with the

ancients  had come to a very sad end. This was not what I was even able to let my self

imagine. This was simply appalling, it was despicable, it was not just insulting, it was

viciously vindictive towards Native American-American Indian people as well as all the

rest of us who hold ‘Indian’ spirit ways close to our hearts, minds and souls. Whether we

are conscious of it or not the ‘American Indian’ makes up a large part of our American

unique identity in this world. They are the human manifestation of the essence of the

landscape as they are the guardian of the spirit and soul of the land. So how can we as a

nation let this manifestation of white supremacy continue? This golf course that is spread

out on this amazing sacred ceremonial center would make any educated person angry

because it is as incendiary as it is provocative. The mere site of it made me sick to my

stomach. Just as the exquisite shapes of formed earth called me to help regain this sacred

place so it can be returned to its original state as an ancestral ceremonial center. 

After the indicial shock we got our heads together, circled up one last time and

sang our last songs while saying our last words. It was chilly and grey out, the weather

seemed to match the mood of the walkers. It seems like our once light hearts had grown
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heavy and our once warm ways had turned cool. What else can one write other than it had

been a very uplifting walk all the way up to the point where we walked into the city of

Newark and were engulfed in the ugliness of the twenty-first century. It had been a long

way to walk to be denied at the very end the freedom to be who we had become at the but

that is alright, not all stories have happy endings, some end with deep emotions and a call

to action. This is how this one ends.  

My walk with the ancients was over and I was infuriated to the core but I didn’t

want to show that to anybody else. I had to stay in control of myself especially if I ever

wanted to be invited back to walk again! And though the experience hurt me to the

marrow, as it did others, it also made me want to study the history of this place and then

write something out as a testimonial of our passing down its most sacred corridor: The

Great Hopewell Road. So I wrote this as a sacrifice towards the movement towards

historical change in Ohio with the hope that some of you might read it and add your own

thoughts in your own words. By working together we can make our communal dreams

come true. Of that I have no doubt knowing from experience how great it was to walk

down the road with all of you in the hope of seeding change in our own lives as well as in

the lives of those who live around us. 

I thank all those who invited me to be apart of this momentous event and it is my

only wish that I can again play some part in this walk with the ancients either as a

participant walker, informal educator, performing activist, logistic organizer or a little bit

of them all so we can someday walk from Chillicothe to the Octagon Earthworks where

we will be able to sing our last song and perform our last ritual in peace and perhaps even

spend a night or two camping out under the Milky Way at this magical place below the

sun, moon and stars. 

Be Well and ever Hopeful,

                                                                                                              Vinny Stanzione
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